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I remember my first ever taster of serious mountain biking. Whilst my mates 

and I has messed about in the local woods, this was something else; a baptism 

of a brutally steep, wet, rooty rock and muddy downhill track in North Wales. It 

was abjectly terrifying and I probably only rode a hundred metres with 

both feet on the pedals. My V-brakes were worse than useless and 

only provided any serious bite once I popped out the bottom of the 

trail, causing the small, plasticky tyres to slide out on wet gravel 

and crimson to be added to the monotone palette of brown and 

grey. While the demands of the trails won’t change, at least the 

bikes and kit are better than ever. There’s no better example of 

that than our enduro bike test on p48. If only I’d had one of 

those at the time...

From the editor...

FREE

TOPEAK RACE  
ROCKET MT PUMP

When you  

subscribe! 

p41

AUGUST 2015

Jon Woodhouse, Editor
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Our mission

100% expert, impartial advice 

you can trust - every month

How
we test

our ratings explained

W

hat Mountain Bike is brought to you 
by the most authoritative team in 
the business. We’ve tested 
thousands of bikes, components 
and items of clothing on trails 
across the world. This means that 
when it comes new kit, we cut 

through the hype and aren’t afraid to tell you exactly how 
it is. We ride on a huge variety of trails to make sure we 
push everything to the limit - and beyond. We’re mountain 
bikers first and foremost and know how important it is to 
get the best gear possible with your hard earned cash. 
That means you can get on with enjoying your ride, safe in 
the knowledge that we’ve done the hard work for you.

Accurate
We measure, check 
and re-check 
everything with our 
own equipment so 
you get hard data –  
not just the claimed 
figures. We make sure  
our testers cross-
reference their 
experiences to ensure 
total reliability.

To arm you with the 

best buying advice 

available, so you get 

the greatest 

pleasure – and value 

– from your biking 

passion. 

Our tests are…

Relevant
Every month we test 
newcomers against 
our price benchmarks 
across the entire 
cross-country and trail 
riding spectrum. We 
constantly review our 
scores to make sure 
they’re graded relative 
to the best items 
currently on sale.

Comprehensive
We test more  
bikes and gear than 
anyone else and 
collectively we’ve 
been doing it for over 
150 years. Our expert 
male and female 
testers put in 
thousands of trail 
miles each to get the 
complete picture.

Independent
Products from 
advertisers are tested 
to the same exacting 
standards as anyone 
elses and no-one pays 
to be in our tests. 
Our long term 
credibility with our 
readers is more 
important than selling 
advertising pages.

Exceptional: A genuine class leader

Very Good: One of the best you can buy

Good: It’ll do the job and do it well

Below average: Flawed in some way

Poor: Simply put, don’t bother

our coveted awards

WINNER VALUE



This is where we 
test and rate the 

newest bikes from 
across the entire 

spectrum of riding 
to see how they 
stack up against 
our benchmarks. 

We take two 
similar items of 

gear and pit them 
against each other 
to find out which 

is best. From forks 
to flat pedals, we 

do it all here.

Take four bikes 
designed with a 

common purpose 
or price and 

thrash them until 
there’s only the 

winner left 
standing. Simple. 

Find out what’s 
really market 

leading with our 
biggest, most 

comprehensive 
grouptest as ten 

products get 
ridden and rated.

Catch up with our 
adventures on our 

personal test 
bikes, see  mods 
we’ve made and 
which bits of kit 
we’re currently 

loving or loathing. 

Six products 
across a range of 
prices are tested 

against each other 
to find out what 
offers the best 
performance  

and value.  

A trio of 
affordable but 
essential items 
are put through 

our rigorous 
testing procedure 

and a winner 
is crowned.

TESTING EXPLAINED
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Canyon Spectral 

AL 8.0 EX

£2,847 Does this bargain trail bike add  

up to more than the sum of it’s parts?

new

bikes

WHAT

MOUNTAIN BIKE
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L
ong gone are the days when you bought a 
Canyon as a kit donor to another frame. These 
days the Germany based direct-sale mega-
brand are churning out class winners all over 
the place. The 650b wheeled Spectral is a 
capable all-rounder trail bike with modern 
geometry and sorted suspension. 

That diminutive ‘EX’ on the end of the name signals a 
small but significant deviation from the standard 
140/140mm travel balance Spectral AL 8.0 in Canyon’s 
line-up, namely adding an extra 10mm on the fork. That 
not only adds a touch of rock, root and drop eating ability, 
but also slackens angles, subtly changing the bike’s 
character to something slightly harder edged when the 
going gets really rough.

Sturdy Chassis
As the ‘AL’ suggests, this is from the cheaper line of alloy 
bikes, rather than the spendier carbons. It shares the frame 
with the non-EX Spectral, and the geometry sheet is 
encouraging reading – a long-ish 627mm top tube (Large), 
short-ish 430mm chainstays, 66.4 degree head angle and 
74 degree seat angle all signal that good things await. A 
four-bar suspension system, common across Canyon’s 
suspension bikes, is there to give consistent suspension 
performance whether pedalling or braking. It’s held 
together with the Cane Creek DBInline, one of the most 
adjustable and tunable air shocks on the market.

Canyon has always been known for the great kit they 
can package with their frames, and the 8.0 EX is no 
different. The RockShox Pike RCT3 fork has an enviable 

and well earned reputation, as does the 11 speed SRAM 
X01 groupset. SRAM’s Roam 50 wheels, and Guide RS 
brakes are complemented by a tidy finishing kit including 
a RockShox Reverb Stealth dropper, Renthal aluminium 
780mm Fatbar bar and 50mm Apex stem combo, plus 
e*thirteen chainguide. 

Playtime partner
What strikes us about the Spectral is just how comfortable 
you feel on it as soon as you jump on. It’s the kind of bike 
you could give to a beginner rider and they’d feel at home 
and yet an advanced rider could hammer all day long. 

The 627mm top tube length (for a size Large) feels 
good, giving plenty of room to move around the bike, 
heightened by the low-slung top-tube that allows the bike 
to move easily below you without clanging your knees. 
The slack 66.4 degree head angle, matched with the long 
reach and wheelbase, is most at home when the trail gets 
steep or speeds increase. Steep turns and loose trails are 
despatched with minimal fuss, allowing you to open the 
throttle and hang on. We did find that lowered the bars as 
far as we could helped to counteract the slightly tall 
headtube. Hit jumps and roots, and the playful nature is 
apparent. The Spectral doesn’t suffer vertigo and 
encourages you to seek new lines through the rough stuff. 
The capable Maxxis High Roller 2 keeps the front wheel 
going where it should, with an aggressive shoulder giving 
plenty of bite in the corners and the ramped central knobs 
reducing rolling resistance, while the attention to detail 
extends to having a faster rolling Ardent out back. Both are 
tubeless ready and have the reinforced EXO casing. We 
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1 Cane Creek DBInline shock 
offers huge adjustability, 

though our unit had issues 
with reliability

2 Renthal cockpit is a nice 
touch at this price, with plenty 

of width for extra control 3 The bike has a tall 
headtube, so you’ll want to 

drop the stem to keep balance

4 The 150mm travel Pike in 
RCT3 spec is virtually flawless

could wax lyrical about the RockShox Pike fork – the RCT3 
is the top line version with enough adjustment to get the 
best out of it, without you needing to be a suspension 
genius. With a shock pump and perhaps a volume 
adjusting Bottomless Token or two, you should be able to 
set it up pretty sweet from the off.

The same can’t be said of the Cane Creek DBInline 
shock. If you’re dedicated enough to spend lots of time 
repeating run after run, it can be set up very, very well, but 
you need to invest time in it to get it perfect. Cane Creek 
go so far as to supply a tuning booklet and pencil to get it 
set up right. Canyon’s base settings are a good start, but 
without putting the effort in, you may only achieve 95% of 
it’s potential, once your kit-laden weight and riding style 
are taken into account.

From the box we found the DBInline to be a touch 
linear. This is especially noticeable coming out of berms 
and compressions where the Spectral is prone to sitting 
down into its travel, leaving your weight too far back. We’d 
recommend adding some volume spacers to get a bit 
more progressivity from the shock and to stop it blowing 
through its travel so easily. It’s worth mentioning that we 
had reliability issues with our first shock, with air filling the 
negative chamber, shortening the shock’s stroke. Canyon 
did sort us out a new one very quickly though and Cane 
Creek have excellent and proven warranty backup. The 
shock’s Climb Switch is a great touch too. While the 
increase in low speed compression damping isn’t as hard 
as you’d get from a Fox or RockShox shock, Cane Creek 
also add damping to the low speed rebound circuit when 
in climbing mode, which nicely damps your pedal stroke, 

ensuring traction is maximised. This makes the Spectral 
an accomplished climber, readily dispelling the myth that 
longer, slacker bikes can’t get up steep stuff. The extra 
length means you can centralise your weight between the 
wheels easily, keeping the front end planted and the back 
end grippy. 

The Roam 50 wheels are decent enough, but there’s a 
slight hint of flex from the back, and their 21mm internal 
width is relatively narrow, making the rear prone to 
squirming out of berms, especially when run at lower 
pressures. As we’ve come to expect, the rest of the spec is 
largely faultless. The SRAM stop and go gear is excellent, 
just be aware that if you live somewhere hilly it comes 
with a 34T chainring as standard.

If you want a bike to just jump on and ride, we’d look at 
the slightly cheaper 7.0 EX with the very impressive 
RockShox Monarch Debonair and Pike RC. However, if 
you’re happy to assume the rear shock reliability issues 
will get sorted and invest the time to carefully tune it, the 
8.0 EX adds up to a top trail bike at a great price, ready for 
pretty much anything you dare to throw at it.

www.canyon.com

new

bikes

+++++

BUYERS GUIDE      More mid range trail bikes on p106

Invest time in set-up and the Spectral  

will reward you with heaps of speed.

1

2 3 4
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1 Flattened stays mean a 
comfortable back end

2 Handling is definitely of the 
nervous racer variety 3 Mechanical XTR gives some 

Alp scaling gear range

4 ‘Liteskin’ sidewall Schwalbe 
tyres are very light indeed

5 Fox 32 Float fork gets 
a remote for on demand 

sprinting efficiency

1 2 3 4

5
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K
TM list their Shimano XTR equipped 29er 
Race hardtail at 9.2kg with pedals but our 
19in sample size actually hit our scales at 
just under 9.1kg without pedals. Even so it 
still drops weight below the psychologically 
super important 20lb mark for the vast 
number of imperial weight calibrated 

veteran racers that this bike will appeal to. Those same old 
sods who line up to kick my arse at every race I turn up at 
will probably like the fact that all the Myroon options 
come with durably dependable Shimano gearing. What we 
would question is why anyone would want a gear as low 
as the 26 tooth inner ring on our bike for racing in the UK 
when running would be quicker than pedalling it. Given 
the Austrian affection for marathon races like the 207km 
Salzkammergut Trophy with 7500m of climbing then no 
gear is too low in KTM’s homeland. The Myroon Prestige 
comes with the option of either 2x11, 1x11 or even Di2 
electric shift XTR anyway with double or triple 10spd XT 
choices on the Myroon Master and Elite bikes. The frame is 
optimised for the new Side Swing derailleur standard 
means front shifting as slick as possible if you do want it. 
The rear mech is also direct mount for super accurate 
indexing. The back wheel is locked into place with a 
142x12mm screw through rear axle not a quick release 
too. The gear cables and rear brake hose run internally for 
clean lines that project forward past the headtube not 
loop sideways so they catch your knees out of the saddle. 

It’ll be no surprise to most weight watchers that 
perennial gram dodgers Ritchey provide the ultralight WCS 
carbon seat post, stem and 710mm wide bar. Racers will 
also be pleased to see a remote control lever for the 
Climb, Trail, Descend modes of the Fox 32 Float fork. This 
gives immediate lock out for sprinting but you’ll need 
some skill to engage the intermediate setting as the semi 
open remote position is very indistinct. It’s worth finding 
though as the mix of firm support with just enough 
movement to skim off jolts, decrease fatigue and increase 
traction is a great match to the overall Myroon character. 
Given how light it is, acceleration is more muted than you 
expect because both back end and wheels are noticeably 
soft. Spin the power through the pedals rather than trying 
to stomp it out though and the KTM gains speed and 
altitude with an eerie efficiency that you’ll appreciate the 
further you ride. The same extended play bonus is 
provided by the leaf spring profile of both the seat and 
chain stays. These are specifically designed to flex and 

KTM Myroon Prestige 29

£3,700 Austria’s Olympic top ten racer is still blisteringly quick

smooth out rough chatter sections that would otherwise 
batter your back or knock your pedalling rhythm out of 
kilter. That meant the Myroon was still a relative pleasure 
to sit on as dawn finally broke on the second day of the 
legendary Strathpuffer 24hr race in northern Scotland.   

Wheelie waver

One thing that took us a long time to get used to though 
was the handling. Not the steep 71.5 degree steering 
angle, as that’s just an old 29er trick designed to shorten 
the wheelbase and quicken the turning behaviour. This 
minimises the natural stabilising effect of the bigger 
wheels so the bike steers more like a 26in wheeled bike 
through the narrow bars and keeps it keen at lower 
speeds. Unsurprisingly it makes it more twitchy on 
descents and less suited to trail use. Considering it comes 
with small 160mm brake rotors and sub 500g Schwalbe 
Rocket Ron Liteskin tyres that are so tissue paper thin that 
sealant bled through them when we tried to turn them 
tubeless, trail riding obviously isn’t it’s primary purpose. 

The part of the handling that foxed us was that the 
steep head angle didn’t help on climbs. In fact we kept 
continually lifting the front end, wandering off line and 
stalling on steep technical sections that the KTM should 
have monstered. It was only when we took the bike’s 
profile shots that the reason became clear. While KTM list 
the seat tube as a perfectly normal 73.5 degrees the foot 
of the seat tube is ahead rather than above the bottom 
bracket. This gives ample mud clearance but makes the 
effective seat angle much slacker so the saddle is a long 
way back over the rear wheel and it’s no surprise that the 
Myroon waves it’s front wheel in the air under power. It’s 
easily remedied by getting out of the saddle and pushing 
your weight forward over the bars though and the fact it 
power wheelies so easily makes ditches and drops a lot 
easier to handle. If you’re into the handling and soft feel 
it’s a proper bargain for a full XTR bike too.

www.flidistribution.co.uk

new

bikes

+++++

BUYERS GUIDE      More high end XC bikes on p103

Flyweight, distinctively smooth race bike 
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N

S Bikes have launched themselves from the 
DH tracks and dirt jumps of Poland to 
create a rock hard reputation on the UK 
trails and the Snabb T1 certainly smacks 
you between the eyes visually. Even the 
neon graffiti paint job can’t blind you to the 
fact that there are some big changes 

needed to let the Snabb live up to the obvious potential of 
the frame.

Slippery slope

For a start the Performance grade Schwalbe tyres need 
to go immediately. Teaming the new more aggressive 
Nobby Nic front with a semi slick Racing Ralph rear for 
more speed is a good idea. Unfortunately the compound is 
so hard and slippery the only way you’ll survive wet rooty 
or rocky corners is riding them as though you’ve got a pint 
glass balanced on the bars and you’re trying not to spill 
your beer. While they’re not as treacherous in the dry 
they’re still horribly stiff, clattering and thumping over 
stutter bumps and debris even at pressures that would 
feel compliant and communicative with a half decent tyre. 

At this point you have to appreciate the frame only 
costs £1450 and it’s more boutique brand than mass 
produced big name or direct sell machine such as Canyon, 
YT, Vitus or Commencal. This explains why you’re getting a 
wide range 1x10spd hack using a 42T expander cog on 
the back of a modified cassette and a 32T narrow wide 
tooth chainring on the front, not the ‘proper’ SRAM 
1x11spd set up you’ll find on a lot of bikes for less money. 
Unfortunately our set up had repeated ghost shift issues 
as well as the obvious hole in ratios you get from the 
missing mid range cog that makes room for the crawler 
cog.  The Guide R brakes are downgraded with the 
cheapest rotors Avid offer too and while it lasted OK  
on our bike the X-Fusion dropper post has a dismal 
reliability reputation.

While we can see why NS went with a Revelation RL 
fork to save weight and clarify its trail categorisation it’s 
not a good match to the Snabb’s clearly combative 
character. The chassis is stretched to the limit at 150mm 
travel and there’s a definite sense of fumbling for feedback 
rather than tyre testing clarity when we switched to 
proper rubber. The simpler RL internals mean there’s 

NS Snabb T1

£2,999 Is this Polish aggro trail bike as punchy as it looks?

new

bikes



Find your local Marin Dealer at: www.paligap.cc/dealer

/paligap.cc

MARIN 30TH ANNIVERSARY 

DEMO TOUR
To celebrate our 30TH Anniversary we’re running a UK Demo 
Tour. Come and check out just why Marin have been at the 
forefront of mountain bike design for three decades.

Save £150.00 off the cost of a new bike on all  
orders placed on the day, plus receive an exclusive  
FREE Marin goodie bag! 

TO FIND YOUR NEAREST DEMO DAY, VISIT:
www.marinbikes.com/gb/promos/marin-demo-days
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1 RockShox Monarch shock 
controls a progressive 142mm 

of rear travel

2 Expander cog is a nice idea 
helps increase the range on 

the 1x10spd drivetrain 3 The stumpy own brand 
stem and wide bars are decent

4 We’d rather be seeing 
1x11spd at this price...

5 ...but it’s good functional 
stuff regardless

obvious stammer and choke jolting through the bars well 
before the 142mm travel back end is getting close to its’ 
limits. You’ll need to wait a while for the mounting 
hardware on the Monarch shock to free up anyway as it’s 
tight enough to really slow down rebound at first. The 
colour coded Magneto stem with it’s sealed top and 
hidden wedge tightening system takes some getting your 
head round too. It looks great though and the low rise NS 
Bars and colour coded mushroom grips put plenty of 
control into your hands. NS also provide the 23mm 
internal width Enigma Lite rims that build into usefully 
light wheels. The firmly padded wipe clean saddle gets 
titanium rails to drop a few grams too.

Frame yourself

The compromises in spec and low overall value could be 
bypassed by buying the frameset for £1,450 and that’s not 
a bad idea at all. The frame itself is certainly well 
engineered with the option of either neat internal routing 
for the control lines or running them down the outside of 
the down tube for easy servicing and swapping. The 
bottom bracket is a trustworthy thread-in style, there’s a 
neat security grub screw to stop accidental loosening of 
the 142x12mm through axle. There are even cowls 
around the axle to keep the wheel in place while you 
install it. 

Once you’ve got tyres on that’ll let you push hard, the 
frame is impressively stiff and solid however hardcore the 
line you’re hunting. There’s a ton of stretch in the top tube 
for running a fashionably short stem and the 67 degree 
head angle is stable enough to trust on fast and loose 

sections but still keen when it’s tight and techy. We’d still 
probably fit a 160mm Pike or Fox 36 if we were building 
the bike up from a frame ourselves, as it’s definitely tough 
and capable enough to make use of a bigger fork and 
slacker head angle. The heavily kinked, bulged and 
pinched asymmetric seat tube kinks backwards 
dramatically and there’s a broad forged and machined 
horseshoe at the head of the chain stays. This allows them 
to be made super short for excellent hop and pop agility, 
that stops the long front end from creating a totally barge 
like character. It also has powerful drive transfer with twin 
sided pivot sections keeping everything stiff. The four bar 
linkage back end is very well balanced in terms of 
pedalling and braking stability too so you can get on with 
just reading the trail rather than having to translate your 
finger and foot reactions to suit it. The progression of the 
rear shock means the 142mm of travel can tackle serious 
hits without getting bounced off line and there’s a stable 
mid stroke to push through corners or pump rollers from. 
Building up from a frame also gives you a stealth black 
option not just the mental neon of the complete bike.

www.hotlines-uk.com

new

bikes

+++++

BUYERS GUIDE      More mid range trail bikes on p106

Frame and NS kit show great potential, but 

complete bike is disappointing for the price.

1

2 3 4 5
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M
any of us started out riding aggressive 
hardtails like this, and it’s easy to see why. 
They’re versatile, simple and relatively 
cheap thanks to the lack of back-end 
bounce. The Saracen Zen seems perfectly 
suited to this genre. With 650b wheels 
and a 140mm fork, it’s aimed at trail 

riding fun rather than second-shaving race use.

Dropping in

Lowering the saddle with the handy 125mm KS dropper 
post (a blessing at this price point, despite the lack of a 
remote) we headed down some familiar descents. The Zen 
is confidence-inspiring thanks to the wide 760mm bar, 

Saracen Zen

£1,300 Hardcore, but do you want more?

short 60mm stem and relaxed 67 degree head angle. The 
air-sprung Suntour fork surprised us with smooth control 
teamed with burly bolt-thru stiffness. This keeps the front 
end feeling confidently planted even when ploughing 
through steep rocky sections or heavy trail-centre 
cornering loads. Short chainstays and the fork’s adjustable 
compression damping render it well suited to playtime 
duties too. Shimano Deore brakes performed flawlessly 
too, while the WTB Vigilante front tyre grips well in mud. 
However, both tyres use WTB’s slippery XC compound, 
which is dicey over wet rocks. The Shimano SLX clutch 
mech and lower chain guide keep the dual ring setup nice 
and quiet; we didn’t drop the chain throughout testing, but 
it does add drag and weight.

Do it all

On the climbs, the low gearing means climbing isn’t too 
taxing, despite the relatively hefty 13.5kg mass. The 
fast-rolling rubber on the back makes it surprisingly swift 
along traverses, but it loses traction easily on technical 
climbs. Versatile and tough, it’s exactly what a hardcore 
hardtail should be. 

www.saracen.co.uk

new

bikes

BUYERS GUIDE      More entry level trail bikes on p104

This hits the hardcore hardtail nail on the head, 

but bulk and slippy tyres restrain it slightly.



Handling, efficiency, utility: These aren’t just words to us–they’ve been the hallmarks of the
Stumpjumper FSR since we started this whole trail thing. And with fully integrated SWAT technology,
a new geometry, and a proprietary shock tune, the Stumpy’s ready to push the envelope all over again.
Specialized.com/stumpjumper

THE TRAIL LEGEND REBORN



FIRST
LOOK
BRAND NEW GEAR 
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If you ride bikes then you probably want to share the love, especially 

if that means you can combine quality time with the family and 

bonus saddle time for yourself. This funky looking ride from Cube is a 

cut above the usual heavy and poorly made kid’s bikes, with a 

lightweight aluminium frame paired to a proper air sprung fork so the 

suspension to be adjusted to suit rider weight. Wide-ranging 2x 10 

gearing is on hand to help them to get up tricky hills and Tektro 

hydraulic disc brakes to slow them down when needed. The 24” 

wheels also get fast-rolling Kenda tyres, allowing young riders to 

pedal from A to B with relative ease. Frankly, we wish we had bikes of 

this calibre when we were kids!

www.cube.eu

Cube Kid 240 SL

£499 The gift of giving
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Who needs a chainguide, these days? Well, still 

quite a few people, actually. Even with a clutch 

mech and a narrow-wide chainring, the spectre of 

dropping a chain still looms. A top guide can 

virtually eliminate chain drops, but many also 

require a bash plate to stave off rock strikes, and 

some are still after a bottom guide for downhill 

duties or to use without a clutch mech. This one 

uses a modular design, which allows you to remove 

the lower guide, the bash plate and the top guide 

independently to suit your needs. The guides also 

feature a tool-free mechanism, allowing you to 

swing them clear of the chainring to swap it out. It’s 

available in 28-34t or 34-38t guises, and our 

smaller one tipped the scales at 165g. 

www.windwave.co.uk    

£120  Customise my guide

Gravity Grid  
Chainguide

FIRST
LOOK
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When it comes to wearable technology, these specs 
take some beating. With a ‘Terminator’ style display in 

the bottom of the right lens, they can tell you your 
speed, altitude and distance covered in real time. 

Bluetooth, WiFi and ANT+ tech enables them to connect 
to your smartphone and a wealth of sensors like heart 
rate monitors and power meters for further info. They 

can also record HD video and stills with a forward-facing 
camera. At 84g, we’re not sure if they’ll prove practical 

on the trails, and you’d have to be less than image-
conscious to find out. They come with a range of lenses, 
and the case is to be referred to as a “hanger”. We’re not 

kidding.  
www.madison.co.uk

Recon Jet  

sunglasses

£580 Terminate the trails

FIRST
LOOK
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With the action camera market dominated by one 
brand, satellite navigation experts TomTom have come 
up with some novel features in a bid to compete. 
On-board accelerometers record moments of extreme 
bumpiness or air time, and these are flagged-up when 
uploading to quickly find the high-octane highlights of 
your ride. When linked up to a smartphone app, videos 

can then be quickly edited and uploaded to social media.  
An inner compartment houses the battery and memory 
card, as well as a USB connector to allow file saving and 
charging without separate wires. We also like that it’s 
called the ‘Bandit’ – referring to what the UCI would like 
to do to action cameras perchance?

www.tomtom.com

TomTom bandit action camera

£299 Uh oh, GoPro?
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FIRST
LOOK

Do you want to let people know that you are a bicycle 

enthusiast in an amusing fashion, without having to 

actually ride a bike? Well, now you can thanks to these 

Plain Lazy T-shirts. Available in Small to XXXL, and 

made from 100% cotton, they sport a range of 12 

bicycle-themed quips and doodles. It’s a much more 

socially acceptable of showing off your cycling passion 

than wearing Lycra indoors, public leg-shaving or  

casual race-related boasting. 

www.plainlazy.com

Plain Lazy T-Shirts
£22  Casual wear for  

bicycle fanatics





While SRAM and Shimano have been proudly proclaiming “Our gears 
go up to 11!”  and making you buy a whole new setup, Praxis has asked 
“Why not just keep ten, and make them a little bigger?” With an 11-40 
tooth range, this cassette matches Shimano’s 11-speed XTR for pure 
breadth of gearing, whilst keeping gaps consistent at around 18% - a 
considerable advantage over cassette extenders, which suffer from a 
mid-cassette gearing gap. It’s not cheap, but construction appears to 
be high quality. Most sprockets are stamped steel, but alloy 
spiders for the largest 6 sprockets and alloy teeth for the 
biggest two keep it nice and light at 324g. If you’re happy 
with your 10-speed gearing, but want a smooth, 
broad-ranging cassette for 1x simplicity, 
this could be just the ticket.    

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

Praxis Machine Works  

11-40T 10spd cassette

£100 Who needs eleven speeds?

FIRST
LOOK
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Dirty exclusively distributed in the UK by www.paligap.cc

/paligap.cc
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I
f you want to know how to ride 
properly, you should learn on a 
hardtail. We’ve probably all heard 
this line, usually offered up by 
someone with battle-scarred legs 
and an innate distrust of any 
technology created within the last 

ten years. While it’d be easy to dismiss 
this as the ramblings of a velo-luddite, 
at one time they had a point. Back in 
the mists of mountain bike time, full 
suspension bikes usually had a 
significant weight and cost penalty, 
meaning a hardtail was the most 
sensible route for someone starting out. 
Even if you could afford one, the weird 

and wonderful suspension designs of 
the time could be unpredictable, 
uncontrolled and downright dangerous, 
even for experienced riders. That’s 
simply not true anymore. There are now 
lots of good full suspension bikes at 
affordable prices, so do you really need 
a hardtail to hone your skills? Does 
learning on something that makes it 
harder leave you equipped with the 
skills that’ll make it easy later? Or is the 
sentiment as out of date as 120mm 
stems and fluoro Lycra? We asked the 
opinions of industry folk, pro riders and 
skills coaches to see what they think.

Sam Fowler of coaching company 
Pedal Progression says that there are 
definite differences in how you’ll 
actually be able learn: “Riding a hardtail 
means you find your limits quicker than 
on a full suspension bike. They are 
harder to ride as fast over technical 
terrain, [there’s] less comfort and less 
safety. Full suspension bikes can 
compensate for skills by letting you get 
away with more - there is no doubt 
about that.”

So if speed is a priority then riding a 
bike that’s more forgiving is a definite 
boost, but Sam reckons there’s also a 
flipside to this coin: “Full suspension 

An apprenticeship on a hardtail is supposed to be a rite  

of passage, but do they really help you learn skills?

WMB AGENDA
The issues you need to know about
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will be more comfortable but you could 
be lulled into a false sense of security, 
end up riding faster and only crashing 
when the trail gets really hard. You 
could learn that the harder trails make 
you crash, but if you don’t ride this type 
of trail all the time then you won’t find 
your limits that often and will naturally 
plateau your abilities on a bike.”

It’s an interesting Catch-22 situation. 
A full suspension bike allows greater 
speed, but that means that you’re likely 
to be going faster when things go 
wrong. A hardtail is certainly harder to 
master, but this keeps overall speeds 
slower and will readily inform you when 
your technique is lacking. So which 
approach is actually best? 

Chris Porter of Fox Shox distributor 
Mojo, and most recently creator of his 
own micro-brand of super long, slack 
and low customised Nicolai bikes in the 
form of the Mojo Geometron, has no 
doubts at all: “Hardtails for learning how 
to ride? That would be my recipe for 
how to put someone off mountain 

Hardtails

With good full sus bikes 
getting ever cheaper, there’s 

no reason you have to have a 
hardtail as your first bike
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biking! Why on earth do you want to 
make it more difficult and therefore less 
safe for the beginners?”

He’s quick to back that up with the 
example of a friend that he has 
introduced to mountain biking: “Sure, I 
tell him to keep his heels down, head 
up, stay smooth, stay low, feel the trail… 
All the things that the hardtail 
apologists say you can’t learn unless 
you ride a hardtail! But you can. You can 
simply have more fun, faster in more 
safety on a better bike, no argument.

“One of my ‘newbies’ had a quick go 
on the Mojo Nicolai with very ‘extreme’ 
geometry. Within 10m of riding round 
the drive it was clear to see that she 
was more comfortable riding slowly on 
a 62° head angle than the 66° head 
angle she had become used to! Literally 
within 10m you could see that she was 
able to turn more tightly, more 
smoothly and more confidently. I 
literally don’t understand why the 
industry thinks we need good bikes for 
good riders and s**t bikes for beginners!“

As if to further make the point, he 
uses a racing example: “Two of the Mojo 
staff recently rode the Cwmcarn Welsh 

Gravity Enduro in the hardtails category. 
They are both younger than me - not 
hard to achieve - they are both braver 
than me, they are both better technical 
riders than me yet neither got close to 
me in stage times! Four punctures, one 
ruined wheel and an object lesson in 
how to hobble yourself! Dumb...”

While Chris is typically unequivocal 
about the benefits of full suspension, 
other views are slightly more nuanced. 
Rowan Sorrell has raced at the very top 
levels of downhill and enduro as well as 
juggling a trail building business and 
being behind Bike Park Wales. When it 
comes down to starting out, he does 
think there can be a benefit: “I think for 
a young rider the skills that you are 
forced to learn when riding BMX or a 
rigid mountain bike are all really 
valuable” he says, “that said, I believe a 
younger rider will adapt to both what 
they ride and how it rides super-fast. 
That is the benefit of learning when you 
are young so I don’t think it is as crucial 
with the choice available nowadays.”

We’ve seen beginner riders make 
huge leaps in confidence and technique 
by riding well sorted full suspension 
machines that some say are just for 

technically talented fiends. We’ve also 
seen experienced riders managed to 
improve technique by dusting off a 
hardtail and hitting the pump track to 
boost pumping and jumping precision. 

That said, it makes sense to maximise 
you chances of succeeding in the first 
place. A big part of that is mindset and 
luck as Sam points out: “It all comes 
down to chance and possibility I think. 
Nothing can be guaranteed in the world 
of learning. You sign up and  
then see where the journey and lady 
luck takes you, some succeed and 
others fail...”

While there are pros and cons to 

learning on a hardtail, it’s safe to say 

the bike that will help your skills 

progress most is the one that you 

want to ride and encourages you to 

get out and push your limits, 

whatever kind of bike that is. The 

extra stability of a full sus bike 

obviously has big benefits there, but 

in truth there’s no right or wrong, just 

what works for you...

WMB Says:

WMB AGENDA
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Bombers forks 

gone bust?

THEY SAY Tenneco, the parent 

company of Italian suspension 

legends Marzocchi say that the 

company is for sale. Tenneco are 

pulling out of bicycle and 

motorbike suspension, with the 

possible closure of the brand.

WE SAY After the halcyon days 

of the early 2000s, it’ll be sad if 

the epic Bomber forks are no 

more. Their products may have 

suffered in the past 5 years, 

but the slew of new releases 

and upcoming models 

looked promising. Let’s hope 

someone makes the move 

to keep this iconic brand 

propping up the front end 

of bikes for years to come…

THEY SAY  Female influences have 

been a constant throughout Yeti 

Cycles’ heritage–over the years. it’s 

sponsored some of the fastest 

women in the sport, but until now 

it hasn’t marketed a bike 

specifically for that demographic. 

The Yeti Beti bikes are built for 

hard-charging women who are 

looking for the ideal trail bike.

WE SAY Marketing hype aside, the 

Yeti Beti bikes sound tidy. There are 

no new frames, just the SB5c and 

ASRc in small sizes, but with kit 

choices aimed at making them 

friendlier to the female form, 

namely shorter cranks, narrower 

bars and thinner grips. The hot pink 

colour schemes are bound to split 

opinion however...

Yeti-ess?

Singing in Dune 

THEY SAY 
Everything is ready for the “D-Day”. The new 

Mondraker Dune will make you face your 

next Enduro race with the ultimate bike in 

the market, the perfect blend between Cross 

Country climbing ability and Summum 

Downhill prowess going down… full throttle 

and enjoy your Dune Day.

Dune is the Enduro bike par excellence.

WE SAY

Crikey, the enduro bike par excellence? 

We’re fans of their bikes thanks to long and 

slack front ends and well balanced 

suspension. Initial impressions are good too; 

lighter, stiffer, long and fast. There has to be 

a flaw, somewhere? At £6,599 for the top 

XR model, that flaw might be your card’s 

credit limit...

WMB FILTER
Our take on this month’s top stories
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Waxing Lyrik-al

THEY SAY Everything you love in 

Pike in a stiffer, more capable, 

longer travel option. We built the 

new Lyrik for the riders who know 

there will always be more to 

explore, more to challenge and 

more to conquer. If it’s out there, 

they’re going to ride it, and the 

new Lyrik will always be up to the 

task.

WE SAY It was only a matter of 

time before they released a long 

travel rival to the Fox 36, but the 

big surprise is that the Lyrik is still 

based on a 35mm chassis. Still, 

they claim it’s stiffer than the 

Pike, and comes in 170 and 

180mm models. Unlike the Fox 

there’s no separate high speed 

compression adjustment; it 

shares the same Charger damper 

as the Pike. The top RCT3 model 

will cost £824. There’s a cheaper 

option called the Yari at £560 

which uses a Motion Control 

damper to keep costs down.

THEY SAY Our 27.5Plus bikes 

enable more fun and aggressive 

handling for skilled riders but also 

more forgiveness for rookies due to 

an unmatched level of control. 

Nasty trail sections and obstacles 

are easier to tame. Searching for 

maximum flow? Go for Plus and 

find an entirely new riding 

experience.

WE SAY Just in case you were in 

any doubt, you’re not going to stop 

hearing about bikes getting wide 

rimmed wheels and chunky tyres 

this year. If Scott are to be believed, 

they’re going to take over the 

world. We’re reserving judgement 

until we’ve seen how they handle a 

steep, wet, rocky and muddy 

hillside in Wales first though.

Scott go plus sized

THEY SAY Lots of stuff in French, 

but basically this legendary 

old-school brand looks to be back 

with a 120mm trail bike, the Kern, 

and a whippet looking XC hardtail, 

the Prim.

WE SAY We hope their bikes don’t 

feel old school, as we’d love for 

Sunn to be back on form. While the 

Prim might struggle to find 

traction in the UK market, the Kern 

looks ideal for brightening up your 

local trail centre rides.

Sunn’s shining

Computer coaching

THEY SAY Watch, read, compare, learn! By 

importing videos of your own riding, and swiping 

between yourself and our in-built correct and 

in-correct examples, you’ll not just be able to 

watch and read but also immediately highlight 

what you’re doing right and wrong too. Dirt School 

is like having your own mountain bike coach in your 

pocket, anywhere at anytime.

WE SAY If you can sort your KOMs from your .GXPs 

then Scotland based Dirt School’s coaching app 

might be just the e-ticket. Far cheaper than a 

traditional coach, if you’re self motivated and have 

an iPhone then the quick step by step guides look 

good. Those with an Android phone might have to 

wait a bit though. Boo!
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Forking out  

for forks

I am looking to get some new forks for 
my Giant XTC 29er carbon. I currently 
have RockShox SID RLTs but they are 
ready for an upgrade. I am considering 
SID XX or Fox 32, I need 100-120mm 
travel, tapered steerer and 15mm 
bolt-thru. I’ve a budget limited to 
around £500 online. What would you 
recommend for pure XC?
David Lund, Facebook

WMB says: The new Fox are sturdy 
and smooth, but are a bit heavier than 
the SID XX.  The BOS Dizzy is one of our 
favourites though. It’s light, has superb 
damping and comes in 100 or 120mm 
options but you might struggle to find 
one within your budget. We tested the 
Dizzys, along with the 32 TALAS, DT 
Swiss OMP and 3 others in WMB 172 
so check out that issue for a full review. 
Jon

Arms pumped up

After a week in the Alps, riding some 
long downhills, I found my hands and 
arms getting really tired. My forearms 
felt pretty tight, and I wasn’t able to 
squeeze the brakes as effectively as I’d 
have liked! I also found my knuckles got 
really sore after prolonged right 
descents. Is there anything I can do, bike 
set-up wise, to avoid this in the future?
Phil, via email

WMB says: So it sounds like you had a 
bit of arm pump in the Alps – quite a 
common issue, so you’re not alone. 
Working on forearm strength will help 
– climbers use grip strength training 
aids which are applicable to bikes to 
some extent, but there’s a few set-up 
things that can be done too.

First off, I like to run my brake levers 
flatter than most – not quite 
horizontal, but around 25 degrees from 
flat. This stops you reaching so much 
for the lever, and also helps lower the 
wrists. That’s all good on steeper 

terrain as it encourages your weight to 
push the bike over obstacles, reducing 
the risk of your wrist rotating over the 
bar. I adjust my lever reach and bit 
point so that the levers are closer to 
the bars. I like the bite point about 1cm 
from the bars. You’ve not mentioned 
what brakes you run but many now 
have reach adjust. Just make sure that 
at full squeeze, your levers aren’t 
hitting the grips.

In terms of sore knuckles, I’ve had 
this too in the past. To tackle it, I’ve run 
thicker, softer grips, as well as running 
a higher volume front tyre at a lower 
pressure (but not too low as to induce 
tyre roll on the rim!). The other thing 
you could do would be to add a volume 
spacer to your fork to increase fork 
progressivity, while also dropping the 
pressure a touch. This should make it 
perform better over higher frequency 
vibrations, without risking bottoming 
out on bigger hits.
Tom

Scuff protection

After few crashes I decided to invest in 
some knee pads...

I don’t do DH but I do like aggressive 
and fast MTB riding. What I am after is 
something light, comfy (should be able 
to do 50km in them), washable and 

WMB WORKSHOP
Tech problem? Email wmb@immediate.co.uk



easy to put on/off, something which 

doesn’t move about when pedalling etc. 

and something suitable for hot days.

I don’t want to break the bank here, 

something reasonable in price. Does 

anything like this exist ?

I found some Dianese Trail Skins 

online, I quite like them, but any other 

options here? Maybe something even 

lighter with bit more vents?

Many thanks for any 

recommendations.

Kinioo, BikeRadar

WMB says: Light, comfortable and 
protective seems to be the holy grail of 
knee pads!

My favourites are the Bliss ARG 
Minimalist pads – they’ve appeared in 
loads of pics in WMB! They’re light, 
relatively breathable and offer, I think, 
enough protection for general trail 
riding. They’re one of the few pairs I’m 
happy to use all day without removing, 
and cost £40. I’ve also used the new 
Specialized Atlas knee pads (£60) – 
they’ve got a cut out behind the knee 
and are nice and flexible. They’re a bit 
trickier to get on and off though as the 
elastic is tighter around the calf.

Jon’s a big fan of the RaceFace 

Ambush (£70) pads – they offer a bit 
more protection than the Bliss ones, 
thanks to the D3O padding. They also 
have an open back design, meaning 
they can be put on and taken off 
without removing your shoes. They’re 
heavier weight than the Bliss pads 
though, and are a touch warmer.

Our friends on MBUK magazine gave 
the Dianese pads 3.5 stars – they 
soften up after a couple of uses, don’t 
slip down, offer plenty of coverage, but 
are quite hot and sweaty.
Tom

Cable tamers 
Unruly cables not going where you want them? 

Make your own cable guides quickly and 

cheaply then!

Get yourself a thin-ish zip-tie and an outer 

cable end cap snipped halfway along its length 

(discard the closed end). Thread the zip-tie 

through the end cap, around the cable you want 

to guide and back through the end cap. Position 

the zip-tie at the right place on the frame and 

secure. Snip off the excess zip-tie for the  

perfect finish. Quick, neat, cheap and simple.

QUICK FIX
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Dropper posts: what’s best?
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The best trail tyres head to head
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On sale 25th August
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C
ane Creek’s four-way adjustable shocks have long 
been the benchmark for ultimate tunability, 
coming with low and high speed adjustment for 
both compression and rebound cycles. This Inline 
version does without a piggyback which means it 

can to fit in a wider range of trail and enduro bikes. 
On the trail, whether changing direction rapidly over 

stutter bumps, or swallowing bigger hits, the twin tube 
damper cycles the oil, preventing cavitation for 
consistently controlled damping. If set up properly, the 
damper is simply superb. Thanks to the valves being 
located outside the air can, the heat they generate does 
not heat up the air in the spring as quickly as many other 
shocks. This heating can cause an increased spring rate 
and faster rebound. Despite testing on some long and 
rough descents, the sag and rebound speed remained 
impressively consistent. 

Flicking on the climb switch firms up the compression 
slightly, whilst (uniquely) also slowing down the rebound 
speed. This allows the shock to deaden bumps like a stress 
ball rather than a bouncy ball, preventing bouncing during 
rough climbs for maximum control and traction. This also 
allows you to remain seated on a technical climb for 
longer without being bucked. Remember to switch it off 
before descending, though, as the slow rebound soon 
packs up once speeds increase. 

While the Fox uses a huge negative spring to soften the 
beginning stroke, the Cane Creek is strikingly harder to get 
going. This is partly due to the extra friction, but the 
spring’s firm beginning stroke is the key difference. When 
unweighting through rough sections or under heavy 
braking, the harsher beginning stroke prevents it from 
tracking the ground as well in this region of travel. It also 

Cane Creek Double 

Barrel Inline £370

Cane Creek’s super tweakable, 
��������������ß���������������
�����O���O����������������ß�����ß�
����O�R��R�������������������

A superb damper when properly set-up, let 

down by poor reliability.
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T
he crux of the Fox’s new DPS shock is the EVOL 
spring, which uses an oversized negative 
chamber to balance the forces at the beginning 
of the stroke, giving a smoother feel. Fox aren’t 
the first to do this; RockShox’ Debonair sleeve 

revealed how they could improve sensitivity last year. 
Fox have taken the concept even further, though, with 

the EVOL air can, which has an almost linear feel in the 
beginning stroke, before ramping up through the rest of 
the travel. On the trail, this is immediately noticeable. The 
soft spring rate in the first third of the travel soaks up 
small bumps when unweighting or braking hard with 
minimal feedback and superbly sensitive tracking. The 
slippery Kashima coating certainly helps this too. The soft 
first third also slows the rebound stroke here, resisting 
bucking and top-out to keep the shock planted within the 
travel for great traction and predictable jumping manners. 

When back to back testing the DPS against the DB Inline, 
the contrast in this regard could not have been clearer. 
With the larger of the two provided volume spacers fitted, 
the supportive mid-stroke is also key to its performance. 
Even with a fairly light damping tune, the supportive 
spring prevents excessive bob and wallowing. 

Speaking of damping, the CTD modes of old have been 
renamed Open, Medium and Firm. The Open mode offers 
three compression settings for descending. We stuck with 
the second most of the time, but switched to the third 
when more support or efficiency was called for. We would 
have liked a setting in-between these at times, though. 

The Medium mode feels similar to the Trail mode of old, 
offering a little support for technical climbs. The ‘Firm’ 
mode is now a full-on lockout for maximum efficiency 
- DPS stands for Dual Piston System, as the lockout mode 
now uses a separate piston giving a firm lockout. 

On long, rough descents, the rebound damping sped up 
noticeably due to heat build-up in the shock, which was 
less of an issue with the Cane Creek. Those wishing to do 
long Alpine style descents may be better off with Fox’s 
piggy-back equipped Float X or new X2. Between the WMB 
team, we’ve put around six months hard use on DPS 
shocks, with no reliability issues to report. Supple yet 
supportive; intuitively adjustable and reliable. It’s fair to 
say the Fox floats our boat.
www.mojo.co.uk

Fox Float DPS £379

quickens the rebound in the beginning stroke, making the 
bike feel less planted within the travel, more likely to reach 
full extension when unweighting, and therefore giving less 
traction. In a bid to compensate for this, we wound on a lot 
of slow-speed rebound, but we couldn’t match the planted 
feeling of the Fox without causing the shock to pack-down. 
At 366g it’s also 68g heavier than the Fox. 

After testing many bikes with these shocks fitted, we’ve 
had several reliability issues, mainly with air leaking into 
the negative air chamber; it’s for this reason that it’s hard 
for us to recommend buying one. 

www.extrauk.co.uk

Initially supple yet supportive spring provides 

incredible traction and a planted feel. 

WINNER
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T

he Terraduro in its black colour scheme, may not 
stand out from the crowd, but its performance is 
up there with the best.

The Nylon shanked sole is stiff without feeling 
dead, leading to a shoe which is comfortable to 

pedal all day, even on small, non-platform clipless shoes. 
The Vibram lugs grip well on hard surfaces in the dry, but 
in the wet the Five Ten’s sole performs better. The cutaway 
around the cleat offers ample adjustment and guides the 
shoe nicely onto the pedals. With caged pedals, we never 
had any interference between the tread and the cage.

The highly perforated upper is breathable, and 
regulates temperature well in warm and cold conditions. 
There’s good toe box protection, but we’d like to see it 

T

he most obvious feature of the stripped out 
looking Kestrel is the Boa closure system. Instead 
of combining with Velcro or multiple Boas, using 
one Boa dial with a single wire system keeps 
simplicity high and clutter low.

Unfortunately the single wire binds on itself both when 
tightening meaning foot wriggling is required during 
tightening to even out tension. Uneven tension results in 
some areas being tight and others baggy, leading to 
pinching at the toes or sore arches, and pressure at the 
plastic guides along the top of your foot. Likewise, to 
loosen the wires enough to get your foot out needs some 
nifty dancefloor moves. 

Once sorted, the upper gets more comfortable though. 
It’s splash resistant, yet avoids being too sweaty, the toe 
box is protected and the simple Boa dial release is 
convenient when muddy. 

Where the Kestrel shines is the sole. The Stealth Mi6 
rubber at the toe and heel is very grippy on most surfaces, 
despite the shallow tread, while the harder Stealth C4 
rubber around the well-shaped cleat channel helps easy 
engagement into clipless pedals, caged or not. The shank 
is stiff enough for efficient pedalling without feeling brutal 
on long days in the saddle too.

www.fiveten.com

Five Ten Kestrel 

£140

A grippier sole would be nice, but the 

Terraduro is a supremely comfortable shoe.

Five Ten’s legendary sole continues, but the 

Boa lacing really lets the upper down.

carry on a little further around the side of the foot for extra 
protection on marginal trails or when hike-a-biking.

The sturdy ratchet buckle is easy to adjust, and with the 
off-set middle Velcro strap, even tension is easy to achieve 
across the foot for a secure hold and minimal heel lift.

The thick tongue, padded heel box and decent insole 
aid comfort, however they do take a while to dry out after 
a wet ride. While the upper doesn’t have any gaping holes, 
a bit of extra splash-proofing wouldn’t be a bad thing.

www.zyro.co.uk

We go toe to toe with two shoes 

designed to take on any trail. 

Giro Terraduro

 £130

WINNER







M IK E ESCAMILLA
Photo by: Mike Escamilla
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ENDURO 
FOR THE

EVERYMAN
Can you get a proper enduro bike at an economy price?
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E
nduro bikes are the ultimate mountain bikes, 
designed to be able to climb stuff you didn’t 
think possible and then blast back down the 
most mental descents at a speed that’d 
shame a lot of full on downhill bikes. This 
kind of capability doesn’t come cheap 
though. You need a light, strong frame that’s 

been recently developed - or at least evolved - to embrace 
the latest long and slack downhill style geometry. You 
need suspension that’s good enough to keep the wheels 
glued to the ground however random the trail or reckless 
the speed. You need wheels and tyres that can take the 
beating the suspension can’t soak up, and flatter it’s ability 
to find grip at the absolute ragged edge. You need a 
drivetrain that won’t surrender and throw it’s chain off at 
the first sign of trouble, but still has a ratio for crawling up 
the crazy steep slopes that your vast traction allows. You 
want a wide bar and short stem cockpit to capitalise on 
the gravity biased handling and you need a dropper post 
to keep your saddle out of the way when the trail turns 

downwards. All this means that truly capable do-it-all enduro 
rigs tended to punish your pocket just as badly as they can 
give a hurting to Strava times, but that’s started to change as 
our huge value foursome demonstrate. While two thousand 
pounds is still a substantial amount of money, all of these 
bikes manage to hit our checklist of must-have features, 
meaning a good enduro machine is within the financial reach 
of more people than ever before. 
 
The test
Modern enduro bikes are meant to make climbing hills and 
covering distance as easy as possible, but their primary 
purpose is demolishing the toughest downhill segments and 
making them as fast, fun or both as possible. And that’s 
exactly how we tested them. Hammering them up fireroads 
or hauling them up the most technical climbs and then 
charging them into the most testing, brutal descents we 
know. To get the most accurate comparison we’ve been riding 
them as a full pack or in pairs so we can swap between them 
instantly to session each section for back to back assessment.  

 

GRAVITY BIASED 
GEOMETRY
A slack head angle 
(65-66 degrees) makes the
steering more likely to self 
correct back to straight 
rather than spitting you off 
and a long wheelbase and 
low bottom bracket also 
increase stability.

TOUGH TYRES
Tyres are your vital 
connection to the ground 
so a ton of grip - at least 
on the front - is vital. They 
need to be tough and stable 
enough to blast through 
rocky sections unscathed.

DROPPER POST
Being able to get your 
saddle out of the way 
instantly lets you get low 
to increase stability and 
move your bodyweight 
where it’s needed for 
maximum braking, landing 
and cornering control. 

key features

HIGH CONTROL COCKPIT
Wide (750mm plus) handlebars 
give you power assisted steering 
leverage for fighting against the 
grain of the trail, while a short 
stem makes accurate, immediate 
grip saving adjustments easy. 

LONG TRAVEL SUSPENSION
150-160mm of travel front 
and rear is the optimum for 
bombing through boulder 
fields and surviving big 
drops while keeping bike 
weight reasonable. 
Quantity is no substitute 
for quality though.
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Whyte led the DH geometry trail revolution but can their 

shop bought bike complete with box build ‘bargains’?

This the cheapest bike here even with a carbon mainframe, 
but does the performance add up on the trail?

Direct buying from Deutschland definitely gets you a real 
bargain, but is the Shapeshifting Canyon a bike to Strive for?

WHYTE G-150S £2799

NORCO RANGE CARBON 7.4 £2000

CANYON STRIVE AL 6.0 RACE £2299

Vitus use a floating shock to float over trouble and have 
dropped the VRX’s price by £540 but how does it shape up 

VITUS SOMMET VRX £2160

 

 

 

 

 

Your Tester

Guy Kesteven
The ultimate all round mountain bikes need the ultimate 
all round tester and our Kes races everything from XC to 
enduro and rides the snot out of every trail he can find.

 
The Jargon explained

Conventional bottom bracket: Bottom bracket bearings 
that thread into the frame shell rather than being pressed 
into place.
Spring rate: The increase or decrease in the amount of 
force needed to compress the fork or shock spring as it 
goes through its travel.
Low speed compression: The part of the shock/fork 
damping that controls the movement of suspension under 
smaller strength, lower speed shock shaft loads such as 
pedalling, cornering or braking forces.
Piggyback shock: Shock with an extra damping oil 
chamber mounted on top (piggyback) to reduce 
overheating on long descents.

THE BIKES

our ratings explained

Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

Very Good: one of the best you cam buy.

Good: it’ll do the job and do it well..

Below average:�}�2X �$)�.*(X�2�4H

Poor: Simply put, don’t bother..
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I

f you’re a tech sniffer, Norco definitely score straight 
away with a full carbon mainframe and single piece 
carbon seat stay that put the Range 7.4 in a different 
materials class to the metal bikes here. A £250 price 
cut from the original cost makes it look even more of a 
bargain. It certainly looks a decent chassis on the 
surface too, with moulded belly guard, chrome chain 

protectors, chain guide mounts and even a spare gear 
hanger bolt for the Syntace X12 rear dropout all built into 
the fibre and resin resumé. While the external dropper 
post routing along the top tube looks untidy now, there is 
internal routing if you upgrade later. The external dropper 
post isn’t the only component downgrade though and 
that’s where the wisdom of carbon bling blindness starts 
to come into question.

Component compromise

Don’t be too quick to judge the X-Fusion suspension as it 
always takes a good few hours of riding to loosen up and 
get into it’s stride. Even if it never becomes as smooth and 
control boostingly compliant as a Pike, the Sweep fork is a 
solidly reliable unit with a controlled and stable carving 
character that suits aggressive riders on groomed trails. 
The naturally firm low speed compression feel of the 2 R 
rear shock works really well to calm the pedal bob that 
we’ve experienced on other more supple shock Range 

Norco Range Carbon 7.4 

£2000 Does this carbon bargain still put the pedal to the metal?

models too. Maxxis High Roller tyres on wide WTB 
tubeless ready rims underline the Norco with serious grip 
and add supple smoothness that the suspension lacks.

We’ve no complaints about the extended durability of 
the Shimano Deore stop, go and hub equipment either. 
Some riders still like the spinnable granny gear of a double 
chainset for steep climbs and the reinforced tip Race Face 
cranks can certainly handle big hits on the descent’s 
you’ve winched to the top of. The whole collection weighs 
a ton though, making the Norco the heaviest bike here 
despite the carbon frame.

Cruiser not ripper

While the geometry and cockpit put your hands and 
wheels just where you want them for maximum control, 
the weight and slow rolling Maxxis High Roller II tyres 
noticeably harm flatland or power assisted potential. Even 
with the X-Fusion shock keeping it stable when you stomp 
the pedals, the frame still sucks up significant amounts of 
your wattage. It’s similarly soft when you start carving 
corners and pushing the pace on the trail. That makes for 
a sticky, high traction safety net if you’re learning the 
ropes, but it lacks the precision and feedback needed to 
ride the ragged edge and there’s little incentive to hop and 
pop despite what should be an agile short back end.



�'X)/4�*!�#$"#�/-��/$*)I��*)| X)�X��**./$)"�

potential, but heavy weight buries 

-X.+*).$1X)X..��) �$/�'��&.�+-X�$.$*)�+0)�#H�
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W

e can still remember chasing the 

front wheel of Whyte’s first raw 

metal G-150 prototype down the 

road like a wheelbarrow, thinking 

they’d made a mistake. It was a 

radical riding revelation as soon as 

we hit technical high speed trails 

though and those same stretched front end, slack steering, 

pedal clattering angles are now standard issue for enduro. 

They feel great on the trail too, naturally slotting the front 

wheel into exactly the right places on corners, dropping 

shoulders for full grip commitment but skimming the 

front tyre over the serious hits or setting it up for big drops. 

In fact if we had to sum the character of the Whyte up it 

would be that it always feels easier to get things right on 

the trail than to get them wrong.

Kit for purpose

The user friendly handling is flattered by a well thought 

out kit list fronted out by a Pike RC fork, wide mouthed 

Whyte stem and 750mm bar for power steering authority 

without causing clipped grip pinball panic on tight tree 

lined trails. SRAM X1 1x11 speed gearing and Rock Shox 

Reverb Stealth seat post give ‘dropper on the left, 

sequential shifting on the right’ simplicity to the controls. 

While it looks like there’s a big price disparity don’t forget 

Whyte G-150S 

£2799 Can this progressive pioneer still push the enduro envelope?

your Whyte will come ready to roll from a ‘real’ shop who 

will hopefully help you with set up, servicing and other 

customer bonuses down the line. Before Vitus slashed 

their prices recently the G150S was only £100 more than 

the Sommet VRX for an almost identical spec. Single ring 

transmissions on all G150 bikes allows a wider mainframe 

pivot and straight, symmetrical chainstays to significantly 

increase rear end stiffness and drop weight. 

Wanderlust

Even with more than a kilo of ‘Tough’ carcass WTB tyre out 

back, you can feel the increased stiffness through the 

cranks. The Whyte suspension is pedal friendly too, 

making it a combative, rather than just competent 

climber. The back end feels shorter on travel than the 

other bikes here though and while it’s supportive and 

feedback rich on groomed trail centre trails it gets kicked 

about more on the random rock heaps, drops and stutter 

bumps of off piste moorland mayhem.

While the back end is tighter, the front end is noticeably 

more flexible than the stiffest bikes here. That means even 

if it puts it’s front wheel exactly where you want it can’t 

always hold it there or cut in tighter if you need it to and 

the lightweight carcass front tyre doesn’t have the low 

pressure stability to guarantee it’ll stick it to the most 

aggressive lines either. 



Whyte’s G150S has a great shape and great 

kit, but doesn’t always have the stiffness or 

rear control to nail the most aggressive lines.
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T

he 135mm travel Escarpe did really well in 
our monster Trail Bike of the Year test so we 
expected great things from it’s identical 
looking but longer travel Sommet sibling. 
The Marzocchi 350NCR forks need a few 
rides to smooth out but they’re a seriously 
succulent set of forks that’ll suck traction out 

of the most random trail surfaces and take multiple rock 
slaps or slam downs without flinching. The back end isn’t 
the simplest to set up either as it’s got a strong 
mechanical lock from the vertical lower shock link and 
upper linkage alignment when unloaded. It rolls forward 
off that into an increasingly progressive feel as you get 
into the stroke and we found both the fork and Monarch 
Plus piggyback shock ran best with around 30% sag. 

Smoothly does it 

The result is an oily orgy of ground hugging traction as the 
shock pumps away between the legs of the split seat tube 
and the vocal damping of the fork squelches away up 
front. Settling the bike deeper into it’s travel also offsets 
what looks like a tall bottom bracket on paper, hunkering 
the Sommet down into the belly of berms where it rests 
on the stable mid stroke before storming out. With the 
main pivot bang on line with the top of the chainring and 
a chain stay pivot, the suspension is impressively neutral 

Vitus Sommet VRX 

£2160 Is the cut price Vitus a box to black run bargain?

under pedalling even when set up soft, so it’s just a case 
of point and pedal up technical climbs. While the 
14.28kg weight is obvious when accelerating, a smooth 
roll over stutter bumps and an eager response to body 
weight shifts means it sustains speed with a playful 
swagger on single track. The same super heavyweight 
rear tyre as the Whyte and generous early stroke 
movement means the low speed compression adjust 
lever on the rear shock is handy for steep or strenuous 
climbs though. 

Bargain bomber

The payback for patience on climbs is always worth it 
too. Top stroke traction and mid stroke support are well 
balanced front to rear and it doesn’t get phased even 
when you’re battering through big heaps of rocks or 
baked summer rut sections either. That means you can 
properly take liberties with line choices or late braking. 
Even though it’s not the stiffest frame here, it can handle 
more hammer than the Whyte and has an impressive 
knack of making even the maddest lines seem tame and 
coming out exactly where you want eager for more. As 
long as you’re OK setting it up from a box the fact Chain 
Reaction Cycles have just knocked £540 off the price 
makes it a total bargain too.



Not light but a super smooth, high traction  

fun bike at a great price if you’re OK with  

do-it-yourself set up.
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T

he Canyon’s shaped Ergon grips won’t be to 
everyone’s taste, but the bike beyond them 
connects to the trail with a clarity that only a 
truly rigid frame can convey. The Race 
geometry option extends the top tube 
forwards to allow for a shorter stem, giving 
more baseline stability but instant steering 

responsiveness for micro managing traction when you 
need it too. Even with relatively narrow SRAM Roam rims 
making the Maxxis tyres less stable at lower pressures, the 
Strive’s first corner will shock you with it’s control. You’ll 
double check just how much grip and confidence it 
delivers in the second corner and then you’ll rapidly reset 
the entry speeds, braking points and lean angles for the 
rest of your ride. 

Shock jockey

While the handling precision is the most dramatic 
difference between the Canyon and the other bikes, the 
suspension is outstanding too. The naturally efficient 
pedalling performance of the rear end is highlighted by 
the fact we never missed not having a low speed 
compression adjuster on the rear shock. It’s as stiff 
through the conventional BB and hollow back linkages too, 
so even with slow rolling Maxxis HighRoller/Minion tyres it 
accelerates and climbs as well as it’s low weight would 

Canyon Strive AL 6.0 Race 

£2299 Does a ton of tech and euro economy equal an enduro win? 

suggest. It’s unique Shapeshifter feature uses a tiny 
remote controlled air spring to shunt the top of the shock 
forwards on a sub linkage, increasing ride height and 
steepening fork and seat angles for climbing. This gives 
sharper steering round uphill corners and more ground 
clearance and it’s great if you normally find low slung, 
slack angled bikes a handful on trail centre switchbacks.

Getting down to it

Press down on the Shapeshifter remote and the pedals 
simultaneously and the shock shunts back dropping the 
bottom bracket and relaxing the head angle, turning it 
from pert climber to gravity assassin. The control of Pike 
and Monarch Plus shock and the precise feedback of the 
immaculately tuned chassis dispatches even the most 
rowdy descents like a cold calculating killer, straight lining 
boulder lines we’d always balked at and sending drops we 
normally roll right from the first run. It’s so quick and 
composed we’d suggest you only ride trails you have time 
to do twice, simply because you’ll be desperate to get 
straight back up and rip back down even faster the second 
time. As long as you’re happy waiting a while and 
receiving your bike in a box the price is an absolute 
bargain too. As useful as the Shapeshifter is for climbing 
we can’t helping thinking many gravity focused riders 
would prefer a simpler, cheaper, lighter Strive without it. 



Outstandingly accurate, balanced and precisely 

controlled direct sell bargain that’ll reset your 

limits right down the hill and back up again too.
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The price sliced Vitus Sommet impresses for value and 
succulent high traction smoothness that’s a ton of fun to 
Hoover maximum control off the trail with. At the end of 
the day, our winner was clear as soon as we hit the trails.

Precision authority might be a German stereotype, but 
there’s no doubting that Canyon’s cool grey Strive blitzed 
through our test with an unstoppable combination of pin 
point accuracy and consistent control the other bikes just 
couldn’t match. Add a bargain price and as long as you’re 
OK with a boxed bike and a potential delivery wait the 
Strive AL 6.0 Race is a true stand out ride.

O
ur four bikes certainly answered the 
question we asked at the start of the test: 
You can certainly get a properly competitive 
and fun enduro bike for just over £2000.

If you’re looking for a carbon fibre frame 
to upgrade over time then the Norco is a 
potentially good all rounder but it’s soft at 

the edges and component compromised as it stands. The 
Whyte is a great shape for chucking round the trail and 
comes with great value kit for a shop bought bike it can’t 
match the Canyon for precision and consistent control. 

WINNER: Canyon Strive AL 6.0 Race 

1
Discount prices 
from direct 
sellers are always 

tempting, but set 
up and extended 
support from a 
local shop can be 
invaluable in the long 
run. 

2�
While only 
Whyte really 
maximise the 

potential structural 
advantage with a 
single ring specific 
frame we love 
the security and 
simplicity they bring. 

3�
Carbon fibre 
has hi-tech 
appeal but 

Canyon prove the 
best alloy frames 
are superbly 
tuned chassis with 
unbeatable precision 
for price.

4�
Whether it’s 
waiting for a 
fork to bed in or 

investing a session in 
properly tuning your 
shock, it’s always 
worth taking the time 
to get your bike  
riding right.

5 �
Despite the 
win, most of 
our testers 

would prefer a Strive 
without the potential 
reliability issues, 
extra cost and extra 
200g weight of the 
Shape Shifter system.

5 things we have learned from this test

verdict



WWW.MERIDA.COM

www.facebook.com/meridauk

FULL SUSPENSION range from £1,200 to £3,250 (model shown £1,800)

Lifetime warranty on all 
frames, including racing. 
* Applies to frames manufactured since 2011 
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How maverick designers used their skills, experience 

and environment to push technology forward

BREAKING

MOULD
THE

W o r d s :  To m M a r v i n P h o t o s :  R u s s e l l  B u r t o n



B R E A K I N G  T H E  M O U L D
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celand. A country 
where roads are 
re-routed around 
elves’ homes, phone 
books are listed by 

first name, and the nation with 
whom we went to war over fish. It’s 
fair to say that Iceland doesn’t 
conform to international norms.

And neither, it seems, does it’s 
fledgling bike industry. Lauf’s Trail 
Racer 29 fork hit the headlines two 
years ago with its space-age shape 
and quirky handling. Reviews were 
mixed; some got it, we didn’t. Two 
years later we heard Lauf not only 

I
still existed, but were growing, from 
their Reykjavik office two new forks 
were emerging. 

In a world where everything in 
the bike industry seems to be 
converging, we had to find out what 
drove this small company to create 
one of the most unique and bizarre 
seeming products on the market.

Breaking moulds

It turned out that the story of the 
evolution of the Lauf fork was an 
interesting one. A working 
background different to most bike 
designers and a riding culture very 

different to our own influenced 
what came out from the drawing 
board in a startling way.

Lauf’s founders come from 
similar backgrounds. Benedikt, who 
originally came up with the concept 
of a fully composite fork, had been 
led by his interest in mountain 
bikes and a desire to build his own 
to a job with the only high-tech 
composite company in Iceland. That 
happened to be one of the most 
advanced prosthetic limb 
companies in the world, Össur.

Concept formulated, he went to 
his friend Gu�berg, an 



industrial designer working in 
furniture design. From there, 
start-up grants and endless cups of 
coffee led from ideas to designs, 
prototypes and finally the finished 
product.

The first prototype was a million 
miles away from the finished 
product we received. Hand welded 
from aluminium box section by 
Benedikt and Gu�berg, it was a 
proof of concept. “There were a lot 
of production method hurdles we 
had to get past before the first 
carbon forks were ready. We worked 
day and night to finally achieve it. 
Even though each prototype took a 
while (and patience!) to make, the 
most important thing was that all 
the prototypes we ever made kept 
us moving steadily in the right 
direction.”

The crossover between the world 
of prosthetic legs and the Lauf fork 
are clear both technically and 
visually, as Benedikt says: “My 
experience from designing 
prosthetics was definitely beneficial 

for the project, both the 
experience working with 
composites and also the 

experience of working in a 
globally world leading 

R&D team.” Joining 
forces at an early 
point seems to 
have worked for 
Lauf too. “It’s 
always the 
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“The crossover between the world of prosthetic legs and the 
Lauf fork are clear both technically and visually”

“...and then we strap the 
unbelievers to this wheel  
and rotate it until they  
agree with us” 

“The main influence 
behind the 

GeoMetron’s design 
is definitely the 

stopwatch!
The experience riding 

all the crazy s**t [when 
Chris was a MTB and 
moto journalist] that 

was supposed to 
maker us faster, safer 

and happier has taught 
me to focus on what 
really is important, 

and that is racing and 
the stopwatch used to 

measure it.
Essentially I just want 

a bike that handles 
really well DH and 

still climbs really well! 
Why would you want 

to ride a bike that was 
s**t at either of those 

things?”

Chris Porter 

Mojo GeoMetron

MOULD BREAKERS



bother with damping control or a 
lockout?

The answer had to come from 
their environment, Iceland, as 
Gu�berg points out: “In Iceland 
there are a lot of popular trails and 
races where a conventional 
suspension fork is a complete 
overkill, in terms of weight and lack 
of energy efficiency, but still a fully 
rigid fork is complete torture. It was 
obvious that there was a need in 
between.”

Riding with them, this became 
apparent. The largest race in Iceland 
is the Blue Lagoon Challenge, a 
60km race along rough, rocky 
access roads, crossing the floating 
lava field that houses the Blue 
Lagoon, a man made hot spa, the 
byproduct of Iceland’s geothermal 

combination of different 
perspectives that result in the most 
harmonious products, if and when 
you are able join all the best parts 
from the different perspectives into 
a unified solution” says Gu�berg.

Local lessons
It shouldn’t be much of a surprise 
that their background influences 
product designers and engineers. 
Years of training and the 
development of expertise are what 
are needed for any product to make 
it to production. Their experience in 
composites clearly influenced the 
construction of the TR29, but this 
left us wondering, what else 
influenced Benedikt and Gu�berg? 
Why make a fork that only has 
60mm of travel? Why don’t they 

energy industry. 
These access roads lack the 

technical features we see in UK XC 
racing, nor do they have big 
compressions, berms and drops 
that we felt the TR29 struggled 
with when we tested it. What they 
do have in abundance are 
washboard surfaces, loose, 
fist-sized rocks and high speed 
descents.

After the rattle-your-fillings-out 
roads, we hit an Icelandic XC race 
course. Suddenly the trail 
becomes buttery smooth. XC 
racing here is flat out, along 
snaking singletrack, winding 
between the low trees that 
struggle to grow in the 
sub-Arctic conditions. The 
surface is hardpacked with a 

B R E A K I N G  T H E  M O U L D

“Our designers have 
always made products 

that they want to 
use.�The original 

mechanical disc brakes 
[modelled on a moped 

clutch] were made 
since we wanted to 

transfer the disc brake 
performance�from 

our motorcycle 
trials bikes�over to 

our mountain bikes. 
Without realising it we 
were probably one of 
the original�“by riders 
for riders”�companies.

When we started 
in mountain biking 
the standing joke 
was�that the first 

aftermarket products 
were designed for 
Californian riding 

conditions - dry and 
dusty. As soon as they 

were subjected to a 
British winter their 
life expectancy was 
a matter of weeks. 
Basically if they’re 

made to withstand a 
UK winter we feel they 
can cope anywhere in 

the world.”

Lauf’s unique fork is a 
reflection of their local riding  

demands as well as their  
work experience

What tyres for an inter-
dimensional rift?

Ian and Simon 

Founders, Hope 

Technology

Too

MOULD BREAKERS



grit-like covering 
that makes your 
tyres scrabble for 
traction. The quest 
for lightweight bikes 
is clear in the demo 
fleet we’re riding – 
Scott Scales, Trek 
Superflys and a special Open 
from Cervelo all barely break the 
9kg barrier. 

Given the localised compromises 
of both rigid and suspension forks, 
Benedikt says: “The idea behind 
Lauf has never been to be a direct 
replacement for traditional 
suspension forks. The inherent 
physical properties of a Lauf fork 
make them able to do stuff that 
conventional suspension forks can 
never match.”

The German made leaf springs 
have a slight amount of natural 
rebound damping, but Lauf argue 
that damping on their 60mm 
system isn’t needed. “As travel gets 
higher, you need rebound 
dampening to stay in control, but in 
a short travel system it is actually a 
huge benefit to have no friction or 
dampening at all. In this kind of 
riding you want your rebound to be 
very fast, so that the system can 
deal with high frequency, low 
amplitude input.”

From the initial TR29, Lauf have 
developed and improved, with two 
new products arriving this year. The 
TR29 Boost is, as the name 
suggests, a Boost 110mm hub 
compatible version of the TR29. The 
wider structure and internal profiles 
give better fore/aft and lateral 
stiffness. This is joined by the 
Carbonara, Lauf’s fatbike fork. Here, 
the addition of the leaf sprung fork 
helps control the fatter front tyre, 
while the springs are 20% harder to 
take into account the lower 

Without people like Lauf, we’d never 
see true progression in the bike 
industry. Like Ian and Simon from 
Hope, whose first moped clutch 
inspired disc brake lead to one of 
the biggest British component 
makers, and Chris Porter, whose 
take on mountain bike geometry is 
all about pushing the limits of bike 
design, Lauf are re all about coming 
up with clever solutions to their 
own riding problems. Whether or 
not they become a common sight 
on our trails, rest assured that there 
are people out there pushing 
boundaries for the benefit of  
our sport.

pressures in the fat tyre. Certainly 
the no-maintenance aspect of the 
Lauf should appeal to those who 
venture deep into the back 
country. With only one failure of a 
Lauf (a prototype, being nose-
hopped by a pro), we’re not too 
concerned about pushing the fork 
beyond the limits of how much 
we can grip the bars.

We went to Iceland to discover 
what drives the likes of Benedikt 
and Gu�berg and their off-the-
wall creations. Talking to them it’s 
clear that they’re innovative,  
driven people, influenced by their 
environment and background. 
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“It’s clear that they’re innovative,  driven people, 
influenced by their environment”

Early prototypes were 
handmade from aluminium to 
test the concept before being 
realised in carbon fibre 

The unrelentingly rocky terrain of 
Iceland and flat out cross country 
racing means that short travel  
and low friction are priorities 

The following 

companies helped 

make our Icelandic 

adventure possible.

Lauf Forks

www.laufforks.com

Both the Lauf Trail 

Racer Boost and 

Carbonara are £750 

via their UK distributor, 

VeloBrands   

www.velobrands.co.uk 

Promote Iceland  

www.iceland.is

WOW air  

wowair.co.uk. 

Wow Air fly from 

London Gatwick to 

Reykjavik six days 

a week (daily from 

27/09) with up to two 

flights per day. Prices 

start from just £49 

each way including 

taxes and hand 

luggage allowance. 

Bike carriage starts 

from £26 for a bicycle 

up to 23kg.

THANKS

I N V E S T I G A T I O N

From foot to fork: The R&D 
expertise and composite  
know how meant Lauf were 
ideally placed to create  
their unique design.
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what to look for

PADS

Pads not only add comfort, 
but they can also help keep 
sweat from dripping into 
your eyes. Beware though, 
as if left unwashed, they 
can start to stink after a few 
month’s use. Adding padding 
doesn’t always mean a more 
comfortable lid, and can 
make it sweatier.

VISOR

The visor not only looks cool, 
but keeps sun and rain from 
your eyes. Adjustable visors 
are great for tuning your lid 
between weather protection 
and vision encroachment. 
Visors should pop off easily 
in a crash, to help prevent 
increased rotational injury.

IN-MOULDING

The plastic shell of the 
lid protects the shock 
absorbent EPS foam from 
small, incidental knocks 
and bumps. In-moulded 
shells helmets are formed 
as one in the mould – more 
expensive fully in-moulded 
lids have a shell that
extends under the brim too. 

CRADLE

The cradle is one of the 
most important parts when 
it comes to fit and should 
hug the base of your skull 
for added security.
Adjustment of the cradle’s 
band should be easy to do 
with gloves, and vertical 
adjustment is a nice feature.

STRAPS

Thinner, lighter straps are 
preferable as they tend to 
be more comfortable, but 
they’re generally seen on 
pricier lids. Fitment of the 
straps around your ears 
is crucial for comfort, so 
adjustment clips need to 
be easy to use.
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T

he basic premise of a helmet is to protect your 
head in a crash, or when you whack your head 
off a low-slung branch. Combining an outer 
plastic shell and an inner EPS foam body, the 
helmet is sacrificial – if you spangle yourself and 
your helmet comes out worse for wear and you 
don’t, it’s done its job. 

That’s only half the story. Once the protection has been 
taken care of, ventilation and fit need to be top notch. 
Ventilation is vital. Air needs to be able to flow 
in, pass over your head and exit, taking heat 
with it. Therefore we’re looking for lids which 
have well-sized vents, as well as internal 
channelling to transport that air.

Helmets also need to fit well too, or else 
they’ll just get knocked out of place in a crash. 

As every head is different, you should always try lids on before 
you buy, but good levels of adjustment, comfortable straps and 
a skull-hugging retention cradle are what we’re looking for. 
Finally, the peak needs to do a good job of keeping sun and rain 
out of your eyes without reducing visibility.

We’ve tested three types of lid – budget ones under £70, XC 
helmets with weight and ventilation as their priorities, and trail 
lids, designed to offer a little extra coverage. 
 

Your Tester

If it’s not deadline week, Tom’s out on his bike. 
Enjoying both the thrills of trail riding and flat out 
XC, he’s in tune with the needs of both. With a 
sweaty head and a keen eye for what makes a 
comfortable lid, he’s ideally placed to find which 
helmets are head and shoulders above the rest.

HELMETS
£35-£150 Come rain or shine, you helmet is there to protect your most 

valuable asset. We’ve ridden and rated 10 to see what comes out top.   

+++++

Turn to p8

our ratings explained



The Volt RL is firmly in the XC/roadie camp, so if you 

dabble in both fields this could be a good shout.

The pared down look is seemingly all vent, indeed 

there are 22 of them stretched out along the helmet, 

with an aggressive looking exhaust vent system at the 

back. Inside there are relatively few dedicated channels, 

but the location and shape of the vents mean airflow is 

good and the Volt is a refreshingly cool place to be.

Unfortunately this is where things turn sour. The 

padding inside is thin, and the odd-shaped EPS foam 

inner profile creates pressure points, especially at the top 

of the skull. The retention system’s cradle is well shaped 

and comfortable, giving the impression that it’s wrapped 

securely to your head, despite the relative circular shape. 

Tightening the rubberised wheel is easy, but its press-

release system means de-tensioning the band is less 

controlled than a regular turn wheel.

The straps are anchored inside the helmet and thus 

sit close to your face for their entire length, which we 

found annoying when sweaty. They’re lightweight, but 

are also prone to twisting, which is frustrating.

Despite the Volt’s XC/road image, it’s also hefty  

at 330g, nearly 100 grams heavier than the cheapest  

lid on test, and a similar weight to more protective  

trail helmets. 

www.zyro.co.uk

A disappointingly heavy XC helmet that loses 

out on comfort too. Ventilation is good though.

HELMETS

£35-£120
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Price £100 Weight 330g Roadie inspired XC lid

Bell Volt RL



MET reckon the KAOS UL is an all mountain helmet, but 
it’s certainly bordering on an XC lid in terms of look, 
weight and coverage.

At 279 grams, it’s pretty light, meaning it’s more 
comfortable to wear all day than heavier head-nodder 
lids. The 22 vents mean cooling is good, but not brilliant. 
The large central vent does suck in plenty of air, but 
inside there’s not much in the way of channelling. This 
does mean a lower profile helmet, but we reckon MET 
could have made it cooler.

The mid-sized visor is stubbornly attached, and while 
it’s visible, it isn’t intrusive. The KAOS is only partly 
in-moulded, with more EPS foam vulnerable to knocks 
that we’d like, but this does help in terms of weight.

Our main issue was with the straps. The vented Kevlar 
straps are light and stay cool as they lie next to your 
skin, but we found the vented section catches on facial 

A decent fast trail or XC lid, but needs a 

friendlier strap/retention system

hair, which the hirsute won’t appreciate. The straps are 
also the stiffest here, which means adjusting them can 
be slow and fiddly. 

The KAOS’ fit is good, if slightly round. The adjuster 
wheel is small yet tactile and the cradle is good. The 
rubbery front gel pad is a bit love/hate though, as it feels 
odd compared to a normal pad and can give you an 
ice-cream headache in really cold weather. 

www.met-helmets.com
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Price £120 Weight 279g XC style all mountain helmet

MET KAOS UL
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Alpina might not be the best-known brand in the UK, 

but they have a greater following in their native Germany.

It’s definitely an XC lid with a low profile and airy interior 

with 20 vents that are chamfered to draw in more air are 

backed up with deep internal channels that easily draw 

air over the head towards the exhaust vents at the back. 

Up front, the stubby visor is low, and only just pokes into 

your peripheral vision.

Inside, pads run the length of your head, as well as 

across the brow, giving a comfortable feel without any 

pressure points. The brow pad does have a gap right in 

the middle, which helps keep the forehead feeling cooler.

The retention system starts in front of the ears, and 

holds the helmet securely. The cradle is large and 

flexible, aiding comfort and hold, but the materials feel 

cheap. That said, there’s a wide range of adjustment, and 

the rear third of the system pivots to aid fit.

The straps are secured with a ratchet, which although 

functional, isn’t as good as that on the Cratoni. We’d 

rather see a traditional clip.

Save for the retention system, the Pheox is a well-put 

together helmet. Rather than being fully in-moulded 

though, the EPS protecting shell doesn’t wrap all around 

the base of the foam, instead some sections are left 

bare, while the front has an extra panel moulded in.

www.todayscyclist.co.uk

The Pheox is airy and comfortable, but lacks 

/#X�-X|)X(X)/�!*0) �*)�*/#X-�#X'(X/.H

HELMETS

£35-£120

Alpina Pheox LE

Price £95 Weight 319g Mid weight XC helmet
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The Troy Lee A1 is quickly becoming the trail 

fashionista’s favourite. That’s no surprise, as it’s a good 

looking and supremely comfortable helmet, with a plush 

interior that seems to fit virtually any head. 

The padding is thick, and wicks sweat well. This is a 

good thing though, as the A1 is also one of the warmest 

lids on test. The 16 vents aren’t particularly large and 

the internal channels are relatively shallow meaning 

through-flow of air is limited. The A1 is also relatively 

weighty at 368 grams.

The A1 wins in the style stakes, but it also offers 

plenty of protection with a deep back, which supports 

goggle straps well. The large visor is adjustable, but 

lacks the range of adjustment that the Cratoni AllTrack 

or Specialized Ambush get.

The straps are fixed at the side of the lid at the front 

and anchored at the centre of the back and when 

Incredibly comfortable, but ventilation isn’t 

"-X�/H��X£ �'$&X�(*-X�1$.*-�� %0./(X)/�/**H

combined with the three-way adjustable mid-sized 

cradle they provide a very secure fit. The tactile wheel at 

the back makes tweaking fit east too. We find that if 

you’re on the border of needing the next size up, bulkier 

sunglass arms sometimes interfere with the shell.

The fully in-moulded shell wraps all around the 

external areas of the shell, a sure sign of high quality 

construction present throughout the A1.

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

Price £150 Weight 368g Stylish but steamy trail lid

Troy Lee A1
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The 22 vents carved into the Magma’s shell do a 
brilliant job of keeping your head cool. The internal 
channels may not be the deepest, but the shape and 
location means they perform very well.

At 308 grams, the Magma is an acceptable weight for 
the money and when combined with that ventilation, it 
feels light and comfortable on the head, without any tight 
spots or pressure points. There are only four pads in the 
Magma – three over the top and a long one running 
across the forehead. This copes well with sweat, 
minimising drops into the eyes.

That said, the sizing feels large compared to other 
helmets in the test, and there’s certainly more movement 
in the helmet when it’s on the head. The large cradle 
hugs your head securely, with the top mounted 
adjustment dial helping pull it in, but it feels like the 
helmet floats around on top of the retention system. That 

means it’s vital to try the Lazer on before buying to see 
if your head shape gets on with this shape and system. 

Overall construction is good; the retention system 
feels well made and we didn’t have any issues with the 
mechanism. At £70 it’s forgivable that the Magma isn’t 
fully in-moulded and the rim of the helmet is open to 
knocks and bumps from storage or being chucked in the 
back of the car.
www.madison.co.uk

Light and airy budget lid that’s comfortable all 

day – just watch the sizing.

HELMETS

£35-£120

Price £70 Weight 308g Breezy budget XC helmet

Lazer Magma
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The Quantum doesn’t really fit into any specific 
category, being suitable for cross country and trail riders 
on a budget – this ‘Visibility Yellow’ design is also prime 
for commuters.

At £50, the Quantum is great value for money, and 
certainly feels like a pricier item. Bontrager have a 
one-year free crash replacement policy too. The 347g 
weight, while not spectacular, shouldn’t be sniffed at. The 
quality of the materials used is good, especially the 
retention system.

However, the retention system did provide our main 
niggle with the Quantum. The plastic arms along the side, 
which include rubberised panels, are too low, and rubbed 
on the tops of our ears. Adjusting the cradle vertically 
helped, but it still occurred, especially when we were 
wearing our sunnies. Adjustment of the system is through 
a plastic wheel on the back that needs pressing into the 

�!�/#X�-X/X)/$*)�.4./X(�|/.�4*0�2X''I�$/£.�+-$�X �
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head for it to turn. It’s not the most tactile here.
Despite our retention niggles, the rest of the Quantum 

is good. Fit is comfortable, the padding placed in just the 
right areas with no strange internal EPS shapes. It’s also 
a relatively cool lid too as the vents are well placed to 
direct air over the head. Out front the visor is removable, 
but not adjustable. It’s not too long though, and never 
got in the way of our vision.
www.bontrager.com

Price £50 Weight 447g Bonty’s all rounder helmet

Bontrager Quantum
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Giro’s Feature offers plenty of bang for the buck, with 

the low rear, smooth rounded shape and lengthy visor 

marking it out as a protective trail helmet.

At 357g the weight is more than reasonable, especially 

considering its £70 price tag. A wide range of colours and 

designs means there’ll be something to suit most riders.

The rounded outer shell means that it should slide 

easily if you fall, reducing rotational injuries. This is a 

feature of a growing number of trail lids and Giro offers 

the Feature with the anti-rotational injury MIPS system 

for an additional £20 too.

The rounded shape was a bit baggy on our heads, and 

we found the EPS foam rested on the top of our heads a 

bit, causing a slight pressure point. There is lots of 

adjustment with the retention system though, which is 

well shaped and comfortable. Releasing tension requires 

the turn wheel to be depressed and turned, which is more 

accurate than the Bell’s press release system.

The fixed straps are held away from your face until the 

jaw line, improving comfort, but they twist easily. We 

also found the small clip tricky to un-do with gloves on.

With only 12 vents, and not the deepest internal 

channels, the Feature is a warm helmet though. The thin 

pads also don’t hold much sweat, so we dripped a fair 

amount when either the temperature or gradient rose.

www.zyro.co.uk

A well priced trail lid, which although quite 

warm, remains comfortable on longer rides.

HELMETS

£35-£120

Price £70 Weight 357g Budget friendly trail helmet

Giro Feature



At 365 grams, the AllTrack isn’t light, however its 

performance makes up for the extra heft.

There’s plenty of protection on offer as the shell drops 

deep at the back and also in front of the ears, protecting 

that vulnerable area. The cut-away over the ear and the 

fixed straps are well placed – the straps’ mounting points 

keep them away from the face until near the jaw, 

improving comfort. Their meeting point below the ear is 

adjustable, assuring a good fit. The ratchet strap closure is 

the best non-clip once we’ve used; undoing it is easy, 

even with gloves on, while feeding the system together is 

no more tricky than a normal clip.

Fit around sunglasses arms is good, so long as they are 

low profile, despite the protection in front of the ear. The 

large visor is adjustable, with positions well out of the 

way so goggles just sneak underneath and low enough to 

make a real difference in heavy rain. There’s a goggle 

If you can get over the looks, the AllTrack has 
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strap guide at the back and a removable camera/light 

mount on the top too.

The 17 vents aren’t massive, meaning cooling is 

reasonable, rather than excellent, but the thin but 

effective pads keep it comfortable on the head. 

The small-ish plastic cradle and size adjuster are the 

only let down. It’s vertically adjustable, but just looses 

out on comfort compared to the best on test.

www.hotlines-uk.com
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Price £120 Weight 365g�0����������O����R���������������

Cratoni AllTrack
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The Watu’s price might give the impression that it’s just 

for leisure cyclists, but it can definitely cut the mustard if 

you’re looking for a MTB lid on a budget. 

The 16 vents do a good job of encouraging airflow 

through the helmet, and while the internal channelling 

might look rudimentary, it works well, drawing air to the 

large exhaust vents at the back. The anti-bug netting 

does restrict airflow a touch, but a Stanley knife would 

see that away. It lacks full in-moulding under the rim, 

meaning the EPS foam is more vulnerable to knocks and 

dings than others, but that’s acceptable at this price.

The short, stubby, non-adjustable visor never got in the 

way of vision, but it’s removable anyway. Although the 

straps feel cheap, they’re comfortable on the skin, and 

easy to adjust. With the straps originating inside the shell 

in the middle, they do sit against your face, but they 

don’t absorb sweat too readily.

The internal shape is good, and the one-size-fits-all 

retention system’s padded cradle, and temple mounting 

points do a good job of securing it to your head. With 

only one size on offer, those with heads at the extremes 

of size might find the helmet doesn’t fit as well as size 

specific rivals. The thick and comfortable padding inside 

soaks up a fair bit of sweat, but seems to dry quickly.

www.scott-sports.com

If you’re on a tight budget, look no further. The 

Watu is faultless at this price

VALUE

HELMETS

£35-£120

Price £35 Weight 235g Value orientated top performer

Scott Watu
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Specialized’s Ambush sits firmly in the ‘trail’ family of 

lids, with plenty of coverage for extra protection, just 

without the greenhouse feel poorly vented lids can have.

At 316g, the Ambush is relatively light for a trail lid 

and the not-overly round shell means it’s stable too. The 

internal profile sat comfortably over our skull, with no 

pressure or pinch points. Some testers found it narrower 

than normal towards the front, however. An internal 

Aramid skeleton and multi-density EPS foam is there to 

boost protection in a crash. The retention system 

tightens evenly all around the head, rather than just the 

rear third, though the adjustment wheel isn’t the 

smoothest. Specialized’s Tri-Fix straps are fixed either 

side of the ear and other than length, aren’t adjustable 

but fit around the ear is great, maintaining comfort.

Ventilation from the Ambush is up there with the best 

in class, with large vents and well sorted internal 

One of the best vented, most comfortable trail 

lids on the market, minus the stupid price tag.

channelling keep air flowing over your head. The 

forehead location of the Mouthport vent is excellent 

while there’s also a small gap between the shell and 

cradle, which draws further air and helps avoid goggle or 

glasses misting.

The massive visor has loads of adjustment, getting 

low enough to keep rain from the eyes and just high 

enough for goggles to sit under.

www.specialized.com

WINNER

Price £120 Weight 316g This lid has it all

Specialized Ambush



Intense Tracer T275 
Carbon Expert 
Specifi cation 
£5299.00

Mondraker Foxy XR 
Carbon Special Edition 
£4699.00

• Full stealth carbon fi bre 
forward geometry frame

• Fox 36 fl oat RC2 factory 
kashima 160mm fork 
and fl oat CTD boost valve 
factory shock

• Shimano XT 1x10 drivetrain 
with e-thirteen expander cog

HOT 
BIKE

0% FINANCE 

AVAILABLE FROM

£117.47
PER MONTH

BASED ON 

36 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

£469.90 DEPOSIT

Scott Gambler 720
£2999.00

• Fox 40 O/V 203mm travel 
performance fork

• Fox VAN RC coil rear shock
• Shimano Zee 10 speed 

drivetrain

0% FINANCE 

AVAILABLE FROM

£74.97
PER MONTH

BASED ON 

36 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

£299.90 DEPOSIT

Cube Stereo 160 
Super HPC Race
£2999.00

• HPC carbon frame
• Rock Shox Pike RC solo 

air fork
• Fox Float CTD shock
• Sram XO / Race Face 2x10 

drivetrain

0% FINANCE 

AVAILABLE FROM

£74.97
PER MONTH

BASED ON 

36 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

£299.90 DEPOSIT

FULL
RANGE
ONLINE

0%
FINANCE

HUGE
SAVINGS
ONLINE

0% FINANCE 

AVAILABLE FROM

£132.47
PER MONTH

BASED ON 

36 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

£529.90 DEPOSIT

Experience you’d expect, prices you deserve - 
talk to the experts at Tweeks Cycles

VISIT
OUR

SUPER
STORE

HOT BIKES
& SUMMER SAVINGS
ALL AVAILABLE ON 0% FINANCE

FREE

UK
DELIVERY
OVER £9.00

• Interbike ‘Bike of the Year’ 
winner 

• Fox 34 Float CTD evolution fork
• Fox Float evolution series rear 

shock
• Shimano XT brakes and 2x10 

drivetrain



Clothing and Helmets

HOT 
PRODUCTS

0844 815 8628

Low rate call. Lines manned 8.30am - 5.30pm, Mon - Sat.

www.tweekscycles.com

Media Code NZ444A

GT Sensor 
Elite Alloy
WAS £1750.00
NOW £1499.99
SAVE OVER £250

GT Sensor 
Expert Alloy
WAS £2200.00
NOW £1999.99
SAVE OVER £200

GT Sensor 
Pro Alloy
WAS £2500.00
NOW £2299.99
SAVE OVER £200

• Rock Shox sektor 
silver TK 27.5 solo 
air fork

• Fox Racing shox 
fl oat CTD shock

• Shimano Deore 
3x10 drivetrain

• Rock Shox 
revelation solo air 
fork, 130mm travel

• Fox Racing shox 
fl oat CTD BV shock

• Shimano SLX 2x10 
drivetrain

• Fox 32 fl oat 27.5 
CTD FIT, 130mm 
travel

• Fox Racing shox 
fl oat CTD shock

• Shimano XT 2x10 
drivetrain

0% FINANCE 

AVAILABLE FROM

£112.49
PER MONTH

0% FINANCE 

AVAILABLE FROM

£74.99
PER MONTH

0% FINANCE 

AVAILABLE FROM

£86.24
PER MONTH

BASED ON 

12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

£150.00 DEPOSIT

BASED ON 

24 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

£200.00 DEPOSIT

BASED ON 

24 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

£230.00 DEPOSIT

Fox Indicator 
Jersey from 

£45.00

Fox Indicator 
Shorts from 

£50.00

TLD Skyline 
Shorts

SAVE 10%

£53.99

TLD Skyline 
Jersey 

SAVE 10%

 £40.49

Bell Super 
2R Helmet 

SAVE 5%

 £142.49

Troy Lee 
Designs A1 

Drone Helmet
SAVE 10%

 £107.99

GoPro Hero4 
from £329.99 

 IN STOCK NOW

FULL RANGE

OF RENTHAL

PRODUCT IN 

STOCK

Renthal 
Fatbar Lite 

Carbon bars 
from £116.99

FINANCE 
AVAILABLE 

from £10.72 a 
month, £33.00 

deposit

Fox Flux 
Savant Helmet 

from £70.00

Smith Optics 
Forefront Helmet 

SAVE 10% 

£171.00

ON TROY LEE
DESIGNS

SAVE
50%

UP 
TO

PLUS
OTHER GREAT

OFFERS
ONLINE

0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

CLOTHING & HELMETS COMPONENTS & ACCESSORIES

75 Ash Road South, Wrexham Industrial Estate, Wrexham. LL13 9UG Part of the Demon Tweeks group.

Shimano 
XTR M9000 11 
Speed NOW IN 

STOCK

DVO 
Diamond Forks 

from £799.00

0% FINANCE 
AVAILABLE 

from £19.97 a 
month, £79.90 

deposit

Components and Accessories
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W

ith my Canyon 
out of the game 
for a couple of 
weeks while I 
sort a few 
upgrades, the 
Pivot’s been 

enjoying the limelight.
There’ve been plenty of ‘ooh, I’d not 

ride that through a puddle’ comments 
directed at the XTR Di2, so I guess it was 
lucky that a recent spin around Afan 
resembled a scene from Kevin Costner’s 
Waterworld. Despite a thorough soaking, 
there’s nothing to report - everything 
worked, and continues to do so!
I’ve been finding that to get the most 
out of both the frame and the fork, they 
both need pushing as hard as you can. 
Once going full-bore though, both come 
alive, and it means my love affair with 
the Pivot is now at full swing.
www.upgradebikes.co.uk 

Decibullz Contour Headphones £45

(1) Ok, it’s contentious, but on well-
known, very quiet trails I’ve been known 
to put a few tunes on. The self-moulded  
Decibullz took a bit of time to get right, 
with multiple dunks in hot water. Mine 
don’t look too tidy but they don’t fall out 
and they’re super comfy. Sound quality 
is good, aided no end by the sound-
blocking that the moulded plugs give, 
boosting bass and minimising ambient 
noise. There’s not too much rustle from 
the flat, anti-tangle wires, which are 
long enough for decent routing from 
pocket to ear. The included carry pod is 
a nice touch and there’s an in-line 
remote too. 
www.2pure.co.uk

KS Lev Ci £460

(2) The small 65mm drop on the Lev Ci 
suits fast, XC focused bikes where a bit 
of drop is good, but there’s no need for 
the usual 100-150mm.  The carbon 
construction and low drop means the 
integrated dropper only weighs 455g, 
less than most.

The action, as we’ve come to expect 
is great; smooth, twist free and reliable. 

That said, there’s a bit of stickiness at 
the start of the ride, which just needs a 
small bum-bump to get it moving.
The small lever though is too small to 
get much leverage on, and the 
weight-saving ‘Recourse Ultralight’ 
synthetic cable becomes very stiff 
quickly, so on the fly dropping gets 
increasingly tricky. We’re going to swap 
in a metal cable and hopefully the 
SouthPaw lever (£30) to remedy this – 
look out for future reports.
www.jungleproducts.co.uk

EVOC Padded Bike Rug £50

(3) I’m well versed in lugging many, 
many bikes around in the back of my 
van, but damage is an ever present 
danger. The Bike Rug folds over the top 
of a bike and secures in place with 4 
velcro straps, 2 per wheel, so all the 
important bits are covered. It’s easy to 
fit, but the Velcro straps catch on the 
tyre, so I undo them before rolling bikes 
in and out of the van. They fall into the 
‘luxury’ item list though - few well 
placed rags work almost as well – you 
won’t look quite as ‘Pro’ though…
www.silverfish-uk.com 

Tom’s Pivot Mach 429 SL £2300 (frame only)
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L
ast time I talked about my 
budget Merida, I’d run into a 
big issue with my upgrade 
process. All the other bikes in 
Merida’s One-Twenty family 
- and most other bikes made 
in the last decade - get a 

tapered head tube and headset. In fact 
according to the Merida website the 
One-Twenty 7.500 gets an X-Taper head 
tube too, but what I actually found 
when I whipped the QR axled fork out of 
the bulged front end of the 7.500 was a 
straight steerer fork and a 1.125in lower 
bearing race. That suddenly rendered 
the Suntour Aion fork I’d ordered in 
redundant and sent me searching for a 
replacement. Thankfully X-Fusion still 
produce a straight steerer version of 
their proven Velvet trail fork that can be 
adjusted to 130mm. The 15mm axled 
fork meant new wheels too though so I 
reached for a set of new £330 Pro-Lite 
Ignis AM wheels to continue the 
economical upgrade theme. At 1840g 

they’re 200g heavier than the Ignis XC 
wheels but they’re proving tight and 
tough despite some serious battering 
from the off. The relatively narrow 
21mm internal rims have converted to 
tubeless running with the Merida own 
brand tyres easily, adding grip and 
impact survival and reducing weight. 

That means I’ve been riding the 
Merida a lot harder than I could before 
which has obviously put more load 
through the rear suspension. The great 
news is that the SR Suntour Epicon rear 
shock has been loving it, giving an 
impressively supple start and supportive 
mid stroke that’s a long way from its 
starchy beginnings.

I’ve had no bearing or bushing issues 
from the back end either, which is good 
news after the best part of a year. Now 
I’ve sorted out the fork and wheels it’s a 
much more accurate, confident bike 
overall, and with the triple transmission 
hacked away to a single ring set up it’s 
lighter and more responsive too.  
www.merida-bikes.com

 
X-Fusion Velvet RL2 X15 130mm 
£385 
(1) Not only is the Velvet the only 
27.5in wheel compatible, straight 

1.125in steerer fork available off the 
shelf, but it’s one of the best affordable 
trail forks anyway. It’s a good balance of 
weight and stiffness for a 32mm legged 
fork and it’s still accurate all the way out 
to the max 140mm travel length. 
Consistent low speed compression right 
through the stroke means impressive 
cornering stability and big hit appetite. 
A naturally progressive air spring means 
you can run it softer than you’d think at 
first for decent small bump traction. 
Adjusting it down to required travel is a 
relatively easy pin and ladder process 
and reliability on several sets we’ve had 
has been rock solid.
www.upgradebikes.co.uk

Guy’s Merida One-Twenty 7.500 £1200

1



I

’ve recently moved to a rather large 

city. In my previous life, the BMC was 

often relegated to second choice in 

favour of bikes that were best suited 

to the local winch and plummet 

terrain. Now the situation has 

changed dramatically and I’ve been 

looking to the nippy BMC more than 

ever. The low weight and fast rolling 

rubber means that hacking a few 

kilometres on road to access the nearest 

bit of woody greenness and the trial and 

error approach of trail finding is much 

easier. The lively handling compared to 

my usual barges means jinking through 

deer trails at warp speed an involving 

process. While the carbon frame and 

skinny post is comfortable, I’ve had my 

head turned by BMC’s new Teamelite 01 

with it’s clever elastomer sprung micro 

suspension at the back, though it’s much 

pricier than my relatively modest bike. 

As it happens, mine also has £170 off 

the asking price on the Evans site at the 

moment. That certainly makes the value 

look better than ever.

www.evanscycles.com

GT All-Terra saddle bag £14 

(1) They’ll never win fashion awards but 

if you want to make sure you have the 

essentials on the right bike at the right 

time, it’s hard to beat the simple saddle 

bag. This minimalist one is well priced 

and made from a waterproof and tough 

material. It’s a bit on the small side and 

while the Velcro strap makes tightening 

it down easy, trying to stuff things back 

inside is a bit of a faff due to the lack of 

formed shape. 

www.cyclingsportsgroup.co.uk

Upgrade Mini Bell £7 

(2) While my colleagues have been 

playing with more glamorous toys, I’ve 

had this bell. It might be hard to get 

excited by it but I am. It’s super discreet, 

makes getting the attention of bumbling 

dog walkers and ramblers a much less 

confrontational affair and it weighs 

bugger all. Fitting is easy as the bell 

body is used to tighten up a little clamp 

that mounts on a cable. Getting it 

centred is critical but once you’ve done 

that it’s very secure. The spring-loaded 

striker makes a beautiful and clean noise 

that brings to mind the mountains of 

Tibet rather than the dog poo landmined 

local woods, which is nice.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

Jon’s BMC Teamelite TE02 SLX £1700

1

2
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TMR Design Imprint Grips £25

(1)�These grips claim even pressure and 
no slippage thanks to a custom 
moulding process. You submerge them 
in hot water to soften them up then you 
can grab the grip in hand or do the 
same with the benefit of a diamond-
shaped mesh. Unless you like a vaguely 
veiny and undoubtedly lewd looking 
grip, we’d suggest the latter. The end 
result is an extremely natural and 
comfortable grip when stationary but 
they are also rather unyielding and 
seem to offer less buzz dissipation than 
standard rubber options.
www.tmrdesigns.com�

��
Topeak RaceRocket £30

�
(2) This compact pump has a full 
aluminium body, head and pump 
handle. The dust-cap covered extending 
hose, which is Presta and Schrader 
compatible, makes getting air back into 
the tyres a less frustrating process than 
with lock-to-the-valve bayonet-lever 
type designs, which justifies the price. 
The rubber grip makes it easy to use 
and it inflated quickly. In fact, it’s rated 
up to 120psi, so if you’re looking for a 
single pump for off- and on-road duties, 
this is a good candidate. At 88g, 
weight’s certainly not an issue.�
www.topeak.com

Tom’s Whyte 529 £729

S

imply put, the stock coil 
sprung RockShox XC30 fork 
on the Whyte was a pogo 
stick that, despite expert 
attention, was topping out 
at every opportunity. It had 
to go, so I opted for an SR 

Suntour Raidon-XC RL-R for £219. Being 
able to tune the air spring has 
immediately boosted confidence. I feel 
I’m working with the bike rather than 
battling it. The upgrade required a new 
headset from Gusset to accommodate 
the tapered steerer while the thru-axle 
meant I also needed a new front wheel. 
Here I broke the entry-level rule as the 
only one to hand was a SRAM Roam. 
Having heard only good things about 
Clarks’ bargain £45 M2 stoppers, they 
were an obvious upgrade. The whole 
bike feels much more planted and 
stable where it previously seemed 
threateningly unforgiving at the front. 
I’m looking forward to getting more 
miles in as the summer progresses.
www.whyte.bike

1 2



E
very now and then, the view 
from my office is seen over 
the handlebars of the SAM. 
These are good days. 
Recently I’ve had a couple of 
sets of wheels and a brace 
of shocks to test, leading to 

a dizzying number of laps riding the 
uplift at Bike Park Wales. Here I’ve been 
experimenting with lowering the saddle 
beyond the 125mm provided by my 
RockShox Reverb seatpost. The extra 
clearance was a breath of fresh air: 
giving more room to manoeuvre, more 
comfort and control on steep and 
technical terrain. Tall riders like me can 
really benefit from this and I’m on the 
lookout for a 150mm dropper to make 
the most of the SAM’s gravity potential. 
I’ve been injured recently, but when I’m 
recovered the SAM will be ready and 
waiting with its new FOX DPS shock. Its 
smooth, progressive spring rate really 
compliments the flat leverage curve; 
offering the support the bike has been 
lacking.

Joystick Builder 35mm Stem £80 

(1) This CNC machined stem from 
Canadian company, Joystick, employs a 

novel bar interface. The faceplate clips 
onto the bars before being bolted onto 
the stem via two bolts up top. The bar is 
then free to be easily centred before the 
bottom bolts are installed. This prevents 
the bolts being tightened up unevenly 
leading to pinching stress on the bar 
– great for carbon bars, or for ham-fisted 
home-mechanics. The wide clamping 
surface ensured our 50mm example 
revealed no significant flex or creaking. 
The 149g weight is reasonable, but the 
price is a little heftier. 
www.hookitproducts.co.uk

WTB Volt Pro Saddle £55 

(2) This bears all the classic hallmarks 
of a WTB saddle: a thickly padded upper, 
deep pressure-relief channel and raised 
‘whale-tail’ rear. Saddle comfort is 
always a personal thing, but I find this  
very comfortable even on long days in 
the saddle or short rides without bibs. 
The high back keeps you in place when 
the trail points upwards and the fairly 
broad, downward pointing nose is a 
comfy perch when the climbing is really 
steep. Cromoly rails keep weight 
respectable at 227g, but the high, wide 
tail can get in the way when descending.
www.hotlines-uk.com

Seb’s Focus Sam 3.0 £2999

2

1
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MKII KNEE PADS - £60.00

WE ARE AMPLIFI

PRACTICE, FAIL, REPEAT.

PRACTICE, FAIL, REPEAT.

WIN.

Recycle your magazine and seven days later

it could come back as your newspaper.

www.recyclenow.com
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G
lasses keep out glare, grit, wind, weather  

as well as anything else that might smack 

you in the face, making them an essential 

piece of trail protection. There are a huge 

range available from a whole load of 

different suppliers though, so what should 

catch your eye when choosing your next 

optical upgrade?

While it obviously matters a lot when you’re sticking 

them on your face as a style statement, aesthetics of 

specs are so personal there’s no point in us 

commenting on them. We will comment on 

protective coverage for different sorts of faces 

though, as well as how much the frame and 

arms do or don’t interfere with peripheral 

vision. We’ll also comment on tint and 

obvious aspects of optical quality such as 

distortion and how fast reactive lenses actually react. If the 

lenses are changeable, do they change easily or is it a 

greasy fingered fight? We’ve lived with the glasses long 

enough to see how they last and whether they represent 

good value too.

Your tester

Guy Kesteven, tester

Guy doesn’t let any weather stop his relentless testing 

schedule which means his peepers come in for 

significantly more punishment than most. 

Glasses are therefore a vital part of his riding 

arsenal and he’s been through countless sets 

from cheap and cheerful to exotic indulgence 

over the years. That gives him complete 

contextual clarity for judging the best specs 

on sale right now. 

SUNGLASSES

Protect your eyes and improve trail with our riding best specs test

Turn to p10

our ratings explained

what to look for

FRAME
In practical terms less frame 
means less blind spots, but 
not everyone wants a minimalist 
wraparound. Different shapes 
also sit differently on your face, 
so check for fit and gaps in coverage. 

DURABILITY
With crashes, flying rocks, 
getting stuffed in pockets, sat on 
or squashed in bags, mountain 
biking is a rough ride for specs 
so you need a set that’ll survive 
the thug life.

PRICE
Lens quality, light sensitive 
coatings and other features 
all increase the cost of making 
glasses, but the logo on the arms 
undoubtedly adds a big slice of 
spend in some cases too.  

TINT
As we all know UK weather 
changes almost continuously 
so most tint fixed choices are 
a compromise. That makes 
lenses you can change, or 
ones that change tint 
themselves a smart idea.

LENS
The better the quality of the 
lens, the less distortion you’ll 
get and the more clearly you’ll 
be able to see the trail. 

ARMS
Snug fitting arms with decent grip 
are vital for keeping your specs 
stable on rough trails. Thick arms
can interrupt vision though and 
arms needs to sync with your 
helmet choice and the shape 
of your ears/head.
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The Torsion’s ‘Half Jacket’ style frame keeps them 
light and removes any vision interference on the lower 
edge of the lens. The flared outer edge gives some 
peripheral protection and enough wind shielding to stop 
high-speed tears. You can change how close they sit to 
your face with two different depths of nose rubber. That 
inevitably means balancing the size of gap below and 
above the lens and they haven’t got the depth to cover 
both on most faces. The smaller nose pieces also make 
contact with your sweaty eyebrows likely, although the 
airflow round the edges means good ventilation 
otherwise. Low weight makes them stable on your face 
too and the curved arms hug your head and fit fine with 
most helmets,

The lenses are OK rather than obviously outstanding 
in terms of clarity but the slight distortion towards the 
edges is totally acceptable. There are 14 different frame 
colour and three lens combinations as well four different 
photochromic options for £100. Our Revo red sample 
included a retro rainbow mirror finish lens which we 
didn’t use much, but the orange tinted and clear lenses 
(also included) worked great for most UK light conditions. 
The flexible frame makes lens swapping very easy and 
also helps them dodge crush or crash damage.

www.silverfish-uk.com

Spiuk Torsion

Price £102 Price £80

Impressively tough, full coverage, tint shifting 

performance but not for hot faces. 

Lightweight mini wraparounds with easy 

change lenses but less coverage than some. 

SUNGLASSES

£16-£150

Julbo Stunt 

The big frame gives the mountain sports bred Julbo 
Stunts full cheek to brow protection and they wrap 
around with face hugging closeness to keep out wind, 
weather and flying filth really well. The front of the arms 
are deliberately deep to give good temple coverage too 
so these are great glasses to be wearing if you  
overshoot a corner into a bush. While they don’t feel 
sticky or gum up with dirt the nose blades and arm  
ends are remarkably grippy and the Stunts are 
outstandingly stable, with an impressively solid, wobble 
free build quality. 

The longest arms on test can clash with some 
deep-dish helmets though, so it’s wise to try them with 
your lid on before you hand over any cash. There’s not 
much ventilation either which means they soon streak 
and steam up if you’re a heavy sweater. The lenses are 
still cleaning up scratch free after a full year of abuse 
though and despite the accentuated wrap angle there 
are no obvious distortion points. The Zebra Light lens 
gives a subtle photochromic shift that’s light enough for 
winter woods or dusk use, but darkens to stop you 
squinting on dazzling days. High quality is reflected in 
the high price though. 

www.lyon.co.uk
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Smith’s Overdrive glasses are seriously expensive but 
that buys you excellent engineering and optics. The 
rounded frame is sized to be right on the edge of 
peripheral vision so you’re missing very little and overall 
protective coverage is very good without compromising 
ventilation too much. Adjustable nose pads and curved 
arms give a secure fit that can be altered for ride height 
and face clearance. The frame also has a very neat hinge 
and linkage system that allows quick and easy switching 
of the three optional lens tints in each set. 

Because the frame clamps rather than bends the 
lenses to hold them in place there’s zero distortion 
through curvature. Smith also use a varying thickness 
lens so that there’s no prismatic distortion either. 
Interestingly that actually forced our eyes to readjust 
slightly when we were switching specs on the trail but 
the clarity for as long as we could keep them clean was 
outstanding. The mirror, smokey orange and clear lens 
options cover you for most light conditions too. While 
stability is good, heavier weight and harder contact feel 
than the other glasses here can make them slightly 
uncomfortable at the end of long or particularly rough 
rides though. 

www.saddleback.co.uk

Smith Optics Overdrive Jet Black Patrol
Price £150 Price £16

Zero distortion, easily switched lenses but 

pricey and noticeable weight on longer rides.

All the basic protection and lens options  

you need at a super low price.

Yes you read the price right, Jet Black’s Patrol specs are 
just under £16 and that includes a hard case, cleaner 
bag and three sets of lenses. While there are other sets 
at a similar price the Patrol’s are definitely better than 
most of their competitors in performance and style 
terms. The ‘half jacket’ style frame means no lower or 
outer peripheral interference and the lenses are deep 
enough to avoid obvious gaps top or bottom. The nose 
bridge is adjustable so you can alter ‘ride height’ and 
face clearance if they’re scrubbing your eyebrows or 
getting steamed up too easily. Low weight and curved, 
lightly tacky arms are secure so they don’t end up 
heading down your nose on rocky descents. The hinges 
have stayed tight throughout testing and the metal 
screws mean you can tighten them up if they do 
get loose.

As you’d expect the optical quality is adequate not 
amazing but they’re UV protective and they don’t scratch 
easily. The smoke, amber and clear lenses will see you 
right in most weather conditions. Once you’ve struggled 
the first couple of times you’ll get the knack of easy 
swapping too and you can’t really ask for more for this 
little money.  

www.chickencycles.co.uk
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These short armed. light sensing specs from Belgian 
helmet specialists Lazer are a great choice for the latest 
lids and typically changeable UK weather. The ‘half jacket’ 
design gives descent coverage on most face shapes but 
enough clearance to keep the vented lenses steam free 
even on hot heads. Apart from a slight fill of frame in the 
top corner of the peripheral vision is uninterrupted and 
there’s no obvious distortion either. There are a big range 
of optional SS1 lenses available (from £40-£50) but the 
crystal photochromic is ideal for UK mountain biking. It’s 
essentially totally transparent in it’s lowest tint ‘setting’ so 
you can use them at night or in dark woods, but it darkens 
rapidly to cope with brighter conditions.

The SS1 frame has a big advantage over other specs 
here when it comes to extended coverage helmets as the 
arms are significantly shorter than normal. The grip 
sleeved end of each arm can also be curved to adjust how 
tightly they hug your skull. The metal nose clip is also 
compatible with RX prescription secondary lenses. All the 
Lazer glasses we’ve used long term have held up really 
well too, making this outstandingly versatile and helmet 
tolerant photochromic set impressive value. 

www.madison.co.uk

Tifosi Duro Smoke  
Fototec HS Red

Lazer Solid State 1   
Crystal Photochromic

Price £70 Price £70

Versatile, clarity boosting lenses in a tough, 

affordable and secure pair of specs. 

Tough, well priced, helmet friendly specs 

with an ideal auto tint range for UK riding. 

Tifosi make a massive range of excellent quality but 
affordable glasses that we wear regularly reach for and 
the Duro is a go to mix of style and performance. The full 
frame and medium depth arms inevitably create some 
peripheral interference. It’s right at the blurred edge of 
vision though and it’s not distracting when you’re riding. 
The corner vents in each lens mean plenty of air con to 
keep steam and sweat at bay and they’re noticeably 
cooler running than most glasses with similar coverage. 
The nose bridge is fully adjustable for custom tuning ride 
height and face fit and the arms are secure without 
interfering with deep-dish helmet fit.

Tifosi produce a range of photochromic lenses from 
pale green for UK low light woods work, through orange 
to these genuinely rose tinted ones which amp up any 
hint of summer for a noticeably cheery outlook. They still 
brighten things enough to run them late in the day or 
deep into the woods too, and Duro lenses are pop in/pop 
out interchangeable. The shower shrugging hydrophilic 
coating helps bead rain off in dirty weather and the 
lenses are tough enough for careless owners making their 
reasonable price a very sound investment.�

www.zyro.co.uk

SUNGLASSES

£16-£150



www.exotic.bike

handlebars - stems - seatposts - pedals - rigid forks - bottle cages - frames - grips - accessories

Grab your CarbonCycles offer by scanning

or go to: ex.tc/2
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Joe’s No-Flats A.M. 

Tubeless Conversion  

kit £30 

Effetto Caffélatex  

Medium Tubeless kit 

£35

Stan’s NoTubes  

Enduro tubeless kit 

£60

Expensive but long lifespan 

and better rotating feel.

Faster, lighter, simpler set up 

that seals really well.

Bargain price and heals big 

holes quickly but needs TLC.

J
oe’s sticky spoke liner tape and 
valved rubber sealing strip is clearly 
ahem, ‘inspired’ by Stan’s. It’s only 
available in two widths at the 

moment though and the flat rim strip 
takes longer to centre. The big 
difference is that the sealant uses small 
rubber crumbs which help it plug much 
bigger holes than pure liquid sealants or 
the same sized holes much quicker so 
it’s great for use in thorny or sharp rock 
areas. It doesn’t cling as well as 
Caffelatex to coat porous tyres though. It 
also blocks valves and clots more 
quickly so regular de-gunking is 
essential and you’re likely to need the 
spare valve core included in the kit 
sooner. Still better value than Stans 
even with half the sealant.

www.hotlines-uk.com

E
ffeto just uses a single layer of 
adhesive tape rather than an 
extra rubber top strip. The square 
based valve gets an optional 

collar for rounded centre rims and as 
long as you can get it tight it’s a quicker, 
simpler, lighter (by 50g per wheel) 
system to set up.

The sealant is deliberately designed 
to foam up inside the tyre for a fast rim 
seal when inflating. It also clings more 
easily so it’s great for coating porous 
tyres. You will need to add more fluid to 
leave enough in the tyre for hole sealing 
once it’s sealed though and you’ll need 
to top it up and de-gunk tyres more 
regularly. The reasonable price includes 
250ml of sealant and it comes in a free 
waterbottle style tool holder.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk 

T
he original tubeless conversion 
kit, Stan’s uses adhesive liner 
tape to seal the spoke holes then 
a valved rubber strip on top. The 

pre-formed profile definitely helps 
centreing and 8 different kits from 24 to 
29” in diameter and multiple widths 
mean you can get exactly the right size.

The sealant itself is the most liquid 
on test which means it takes longer to 
seal tyres onto the rim and doesn’t coat 
porous tyres as quickly as Caffelatex. It 
won’t seal holes as large as Joe’s ‘gritty’ 
mixture. It does stay liquid longer and 
seems less bothered by C02 cartridges 
and cold weather. It affects the ride feel 
of really light tyres less and 473ml of 
sealant means there’s plenty spare, but 
it’s still expensive. 

www.paligap.cc

TUBELESS KITS

WINNER
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Welcome to WMB’s Buyer’s 
Guide. Here you’ll find the 
top-rated bikes and bits of kit, 
cherry-picked from those we 
(and sister magazine MBUK) 
have tested, across every 
budget and style – everything 
from wispy cross-country 
hardtails to aggressive full 

suspension trail bikes and beyond. 
You can find a more in-depth review of these featured 

products on our website Bikeradar.com, so you can get as 
complete a picture as possible. We update this guide every 
month, making it your ultimate reference point from 
which you can make your next purchase with confidence.

Tom Marvin, Technical Editor

  Choose your perfect bike and kit with 

     Britain’s best MTB buyer’s guide

WHAT THE SCORES MEAN

+++++

Turn to p10

our ratings explained



Having the right clothing makes a 
huge difference to how long you can 
ride before getting uncomfortable. 
For summer use in the UK, you need 
clothing that can keep you cool on 
the rare hot days as well as in the 
mixed, warm but humid conditions 
that make up a lot of our brighter 
months. Comfort while riding is 
obviously crucial and depends on a 
quality cut and the right materials. 
You also need protection from the 
brambles and nettles that line our 
summer trails, as well as stuff that’s 
durable enough to cope with the 
odd tumble or scuff. Trying to 
manage all of these competing 
needs is no easy task and even less 
so when you don’t want to break the 
bank just to be able to afford it. On 
top of all that, it needs to look good 
as well as work well.

The main thing to look out for is a 
fit and style that suits your body 
and riding. Many people find that a 
certain brand suits them better and 
the only way to make sure of this is 
to try the kit on. Make sure it 
doesn’t pinch, bunch up or rub 
under a normal range of movement. 
The feel and quality of materials is 
highly important too. If it feels 
rough or the seams are digging, it’s 
only going to feel worse when 
riding. Having extra stretch panels 
and flat-locked seams at high 
pressure areas is important, as is 
venting unless it interferes with the 
basic comfort of the piece. If you 
tend to run hot, choose thinner, 
cooler, materials. If you’re going to 
wear body armour, make sure that 
the clothing moves freely over it 
and doesn’t bunch up around it. 

If you’re a flat out cross country 
rider, then it’s going to be all about 
low weight, great comfort and the 
ability to control your temperature as 
the intensity increases. Look for multi 
panel bib shorts with broad leg 
grippers to prevent pinching and a 
high quality pad for comfort. That’s 
best paired with a lightweight jersey 
with full or 3/4 length zip and plenty 
of storage pockets if you prefer to go 
without a pack. 

If you’re a trail rider, then a simple 
technical T without pockets will 
suffice, while good baggy shorts over 
bibs or with a liner will offer more 
protection and versatility.

A lightweight, windproof and DWR 
coated packagable jacket that can be 
stuffed in a pocket or pack is a good 
idea for British ‘summer’ too. Decent 
socks help comfort too.

 

HOW
TO BUY

SUMMER KIT
Why would you 

want to?

What should I 

look out for?

What kind of kit 

do I need?
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You can spend an awful lot on 
clothing if you want the latest and 
greatest materials, while 
fashionable brands also tend to 
command a premium. However, 
there are more and more well 
featured pieces of technical 
clothing that do all the basics well. 
Most brands now offer more 
subdued options as well as lairy 
colours, so you’re covered either 
way. A basic pair of shorts will cost 
around £35, while top end 
technical items can cost up to 
£140. Spending more will get a 
more comple contruction and 
better materials that will offer 
better fit and temperature control. 
The same applies to jerseys, which 
can range from £30-120. As 
always, the intersection between 
price and performance is roughly in 
the middle of these extremes. It’s 
especially worth making sure you 
get a decent padded bib or liner 
short, which is absolutely critical in 
maximising comfort and therefore 
your enjoyment of your riding.

Wicking:  How the material takes 
sweat away from your skin in order 
to keep you dry and cool.

Flatlock seam: Joining materials by 
layering them flat on top of each 
other to make a seam that doesn’t 
dig in or irritate your skin. 

Two/four way stretch: Two way 
stretch materials will only stretch in 
one direction, but four way stretch 
materials such as Lycra can be 
stretched in any direction.

DWR coating: Durable Water 
Repellent, a coating that can be 
applied to materials that may or 
may not be fully waterproof to 
improve their performance in rain. 

Breathable: Material that allows 
sweat to pass through as water 
vapour, keeping you cooler. 

Antibacterial:  A coating that cuts 
down on bacteria, reducing your 
riding pong.

How much  
will it cost?

What does the 
jargon mean?
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CALIBRE .TWO TWO £430  
Despite this being its first attempt at a bike range, Go 
Outdoors has hit the nail on the head with a well-specced, 
great value bike. The nine-speed Shimano gears and hydraulic 
disc brakes back up the smart handling, well shaped frame, 
while the coil-sprung RockShox XC28 fork tames the bumps.

CARRERA VULCAN £360  
The Vulcan offers class-leading handling and spec at a great 
price – provided you can live with the weight. Despite a few 
niggles it’s one of the best beginner bikes available (for the 
money it’s exceptional) – it comes highly recommended. With 
a well-balanced ride feel, it’s a true trail enthusiast’s bike. 

CARRERA KRAKEN £450  
The Kraken is brimming with all the things that make 
mountain biking great. Its 650b wheels and lightweight frame 
make for easy acceleration and sustainable speed. Handling 
is quick and enthusiastic, encouraging you to seek out trail 
thrills, with the Suntour XCR fork ably sucking up hits.

GENESIS CORE 10 £550  
This isn’t a generic, pulled of the factory peg frame. The 
headtube accepts tapered forks and there are mounts for 
mudguards. The 68-degree head angle is spot-on for its 650b 
wheels and the rims can be easily converted to run tubeless 
to add even more smoothness to the ride. 

MARIN BOBCAT TRAIL 7.5 £750 

This is a deceptively dynamic and fun bike despite the simple 
looks.  Light, triple-butted main tubes plus traditional looking 
slim chainstays and A-frame seatstays take some of the sting 
out of the back end. It takes a lot to make it feel unsettled 
when you’ve got the hang of it and are pushing hard. 

CANYON GRAND CANYON AL 29 5.9 £699 

Direct sales specialist Canyon manages to deliver more than 
just excellent value with this sweet handling big wheeler. The 
component list includes an easily adjustable air-sprung fork 
and puts bikes almost twice the price to shame with overall 
ride quality. 

MID RANGE

ENTRY LEVEL
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VOODOO BIZANGO £600  
The big wheels, big tyres and sturdy frame mean the Voodoo 
isn’t a lightweight, but the Octalink cranks give powerful 
pedalling support and you’ll never regret putting in the effort 
to get it moving. The easily confident handling and accurate 
front end let you hit perfect lines every time. A maximum fun 
machine for the money. 

SARACEN MANTRA TRAIL £800  
The Mantra Trail’s really well-balanced, 650b wheel trail 
taming handling means you can properly assault the trails 
without it being too intimidating a ride for beginners. Shimano 
stop/go spec is reliable and Saracen’s cockpit is spot on for 
technical trails. 

PINNACLE RAMIN FIVE £990  

Smart design and a decent spec mean the Pinnacle has a 

really enjoyable and versatile ride. A supple back end and top 

performing RockShox Reba forks give comfort and control, 

while the geometry can handle a huge range of riding. 

GIANT ANTHEM 27.5 3 £1499 

The Anthem’s mellowed over the past couple of years, and is 
now a friendly, neutral bike as happy on the trail as it is on the 
race course. The Maestro suspension is plush, helps the bike 
hug the ground and matches the bike’s relaxed attitude, while 
the spec shows great value for money.

ENTRY LEVEL
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SCOTT SCALE 950 £1099  
In a straight line the 950 is a rocketship, with corners only 
slowing it slightly. The Syncros 700mm wide bars and 
80mm long stem cockpit combo give enough control 
through turns. The 2x10 Shimano groupset allows you to 
efficiently hit the climbs and the only upgrade it we’d like 
out of the box are a set of slightly wider bars. 

GT HELION COMP £1300  
740mm bars are wide for a 110mm travel bike and hint at 
more control and chaos taming potential than you’d expect in 
this category. The complex Independent suspension system, 
featuring Suntour SR Raidon fork and X-Fusion O2 shock, helps 
create a remarkably smooth ride for a bike at this price point. 
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FELT EDICT 3 £2599  
The 71.5-degree head angle means busy steering that needs 
looking after on fast or rocky/rooty descents, but is a real 
advantage when whipping the 29er front wheel in and out 
of tight turns or weaving through technical trouble. The full 
carbon frame plus cost effective performance of Shimano 
Deore stop and go gear make the Edict 3 excellent value. 

ORBEA OIZ H50 £2399  
With a semi customisable spec and laser sharp race handling, 
it’s small wonder this Basque brand have a well stocked cross-
country trophy cabinet. Despite being the cheapest bike in the 
range, it uses a carbon fibre for both front and rear triangles, 
and it’s available with either 650b of 29er wheels. A solid and 
functional pick of components rounds out a great racer.

SCOTT SPARK 720 £2899  
A versatile marathon / XC bike that’s unashamedly Euro-
looking. Despite this, it’s a modern bike that’s at home on 
regular trails too. Scott have balanced stiffness with weight , 
with a carbon front end matched with alloy rear. Kit is good, 
but there’s room for easy weight loss wins.

SANTA CRUZ SUPERLIGHT 29 £1149*  
The Superlight shares all the durable, communicative charms 
of SC’s original single-pivot chassis, the Tazmon. This 2.5kg 
frame is light enough that, even with one of their basic 
Shimano Deore build kits, it never drags its heels out of 
corners or on climbs.

SANTA CRUZ HIGHBALL  £599*  
The Highball’s racy character is immediately apparent. The 
long toptube stretches you out allowing you to take in plenty 
of oxygen and the handling is fast but not nervous. The frame 
can take forks up to 120mm, so it’s a versatile big wheeled 
beast for racetrack or trail. 

CANYON LUX CF 7.9 £2599 

Slightly conservative geometry doesn’t hold the Lux back. We 
loved riding it and how impulsively fast it made us hammer 
the trails, despite leaving us exhausted and soaked in sweat. 
You’re getting a quality, well-featured frame with superb kit 
for the cash nailed to it, including a mix of SRAM X7/X9/X0 
controlled by Gripshifters and RockShox suspension pairing. 

MID RANGE
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CANNONDALE F-SI CARBON TEAM £5499  
The ultra-light frame is the smoothest hardtail  
race bike we’ve ridden, but still hugely power efficient through 
its Ai rear wheel. The Lefty fork with integrated stem/steerer 
is equally impressive and even the XX1 transmission is 
enhanced by the Si crank. 

SCOTT SCALE 700 RC £4499  
Few bikes come close to being as poised and punchy yet 
still an absolute riot to ride as Scale’s hardtails, and the 700 
RC is no exception. Spec highlights include the lightweight 
RockShox SID fork, SRAM XX1 transmission, Shimano XTR 
stoppers and racer’s favourite saddle, the Ritchey Streem. One 
for explosively aggressive racers and riders.

SANTA CRUZ TALLBOY 2 CC £7603   
This update to the fast and furious original improves things 
further thanks to revised suspension, a thru-axle rear end and 
a new carbon frame. In the ENVE-rimmed/SRAM XX1 version 
we tested it’s brutally fast and also expensive enough to 
cause wallets to ignite spontaneously.

SPECIALIZED CAMBER EXPERT CARBON EVO 29 

£4500  
The Camber Evo is a fun, assured, capable bike that pushes 
the boundary of what XC bikes are capable of. Supple 
suspension, quality kit and planted handling mean it’s a 
pleasure to ride day in day out.

KTM MYROON PRESTIGE 29 £3700 

The Myroon has Olympic blood running through its veins. 
Its smooth, flyweight nature suits spinners rather than Thor 
like riders, but an impressive XTR based spec shows value 
consciousness. Rearward weight distribution lets it handle 
jumps and drops far better than you’d think.

SCOTT SPARK 710 £3299  
The 710 uses an alloy rear end with a carbon front, but that’s 
cost effective wisdom rather than a corner cutting con. Choose 
either 120mm of smooth and controlled Fox suspension, or 
push the TracLoc thumb lever and the rear shock becomes 
stiffer and travel drops to 85mm for a more positive feel. 
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ON-ONE PARKWOOD £1000  
Super-confident, big-wheeled, big fun hardtail that is 
sorted with an outstanding value kit package that’s really 
well suited to the surefooted grin-breeding machine. Buy 
as a frame only for £200 or choose custom options while 
you’re ordering, including the RockShox Reverb dropper 
post, which we enjoyed on test.

WHYTE 901 £1199  
A slack 66.5-degree head angle, long frame and wide bars 
mean radical handling. It’s not a bike for shy or retiring 
riders, but the mix of a proven tubeset, plus the latest wheel 
size and sorted componentry, creates a fantastic blend 
of responsiveness and confidence that makes any sort of 
mountain biking a lot of fun.    

CANYON SPECTRAL AL 6.0 £1699  
The Spectral 6.0 comes with 140mm of travel at each end. 
Making the most of the mid size wheels it’s easy to flick the 
rear out mid air, and it’ll happily hop its way over roots and 
rocks. The Canyon comes into its own on corners with simple 
shoulder drops creating instantaneous changes of direction.

MONDRAKER FACTOR £1399  
We weren’t sure if applying Mondraker’s super long reach 
Forward Geometry to a budget bike would work, but the Factor 
proves it does. That means that despite sketchy tyres and a 
bendy fork, the bike delivers handling fun by the bucketload, 
despite only having 120mm of travel at either end. 

VITUS SENTIER VR £950  
While not everyone gets on with hardcore hardtails, Vitus have 
made a surprisingly compliant bike - the flattened top tube 
and round chainstays mean it’s far more all-day-friendly than 
you might imagine. A capable fork and tubeless ready tyres 
add to a spec that’s great value for money. 
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BOARDMAN FS TEAM 650 £1000  
Things haven’t really changed much for Boardman’s entry-
level full susser for 2015. The hydroformed triple butted alloy 
frame with contemporary angles, 650b wheels and 130mm 
of RockShox damped suspension form a controlled and 
responsive baseline at a great price.
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MONDRAKER FOXY XR £3199  
With a 160mm travel Pike RC in front of signature super-short 
30mm stem and 760mm bars, you get an even better view 
from the XR than 2014’s Trail Bike of the Year winner. Even 
with a minimal tread Maxxis Ardent front tyre we were able to 
rip the Foxy downhill at sickening speeds. 

CUBE STEREO 140 SUPER HPC TM £2999 

A superb spec including a SRAM 1x transmission and Rock 
Shox Pike fork paired to a quality full carbon 140mm travel 
frame mean that this Stereo is great value. Despite the value, 
Cube gets proper bike shop support, which is good as you’ll 
want to swing a leg over one to ensure you get the sizing right.

SANTA CRUZ 5010 CARBON C R AM £3099   
For 2015 you get the same front end and rear moulds as the 
super-expensive flagship Carbon CC frame. Top spec Maxxis 
tyres flatter the feel and performance of the Fox Float shock 
and RockShox Sektor fork. It’s not high end kit, but clever spec 
means superbike performance at an affordable price.

MID RANGE

YT CAPRA CF PRO RACE  £3227 (APPROX)  
The latest, and greatest Capra is one of the few bikes that 
get a full 5 star rating. BOS suspension, front and rear, and 
Mavic’s excellent CrossMax Enduro WTS are combined with an 
absolutely sorted frame, making it probably the best enduro 
bike on the market - beware though, to get the most out of it, 
you have to be dedicated with your suspension setting-up.

COMMENCAL META AM V4 RACE  £2650 (APPROX) 
 

The 160mm RockShox Pike provides flat-out chaos control 
over the toughest trails, while the impressive damping of the 
Monarch Plus shock shines through as the hits get harder. 
SRAM X1 transmission performs flawlessly as do the Guide RS 
brakes fitted.

WHYTE T-129 WORKS SCR £3099 

With 750mm wide bars, 40mm stem and Stealth routed 
Reverb dropper post, this isn’t your average short travel 29er. 
A RockShox Pike up front is mated to a Kashima-coated Fox 
Factory spec shock for big hit comfort. Its long, low and slack 
geometry provides superbly balanced trail poise. 
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NINER ROS 9 £900 (F/O)  
This big wheeled steel hardtail may look out of place amongst 
big travel trail bikes, but the superbly supple ride and chaos 
calming handling means that it can hack it on some seriously 
tough trails. Beautiful build quality rounds out the package, 
but when you’ve fitted it with kit to match, it won’t be cheap.

CANYON STRIVE CF 8.0 RACE £3199  
Direct sales means have Canyon always given great value, but 
they’ve hit the nail firmly on the head with this hard hitting 
160mm travel enduro specialist. Totally dialled extra long 
Race geometry uses with a special Shapeshifter equipped 
shock to change attitude on demand for up and down fun.

FOCUS SAM 3.0 £2999  
With a super slack head angle paired to a long and low frame 
with 160mm of travel at either end, the Focus is all about 
ripping descents as fast as possible, though it’ll still get you 
back to the top. A well rounded spec list includes a dropper 
post and SRAM 11spd drivetrain, but bin the sketchy, thin 

VITUS ESCARPE VRX £2500  

Despite a having relatively small amount of travel at 135mm, 
the Escarpe delivers it in such a well controlled manner that 
you’ll be pushing far harder than you ever thought possible. 
With quality kit for the money it’s also a hard hitter on value, 
with only the slightly short and tall frame being an issue. 
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CANYON STRIVE AL 6.0 RACE £2299  
Joining it’s CF brother, the alloy version of the Strive is just as 
capable, but in an even more wallet friendly package. Climbs 
are despatched with ease, while descents fly by at eye-
watering speeds. An even cheaper version without the 200g 
ShapeShifter system would be unbeatable.

BIRD AERIS AM X1 £2850  
Newcomers Bird have big ambitions for their direct sales 
model and they’re already delivering excellent value and 
customisable spec with this 150mm travel machine. It’s got 
aggressive geometry and can rip descents with the best of 
them, though it’s lazy not lively when it comes to going uphill.  
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YETI SB5C £5800  
Yeti’s new Switch Infinity suspension uses a free floating 
lower pivot to increase both pedalling efficiency and big hit 
compliance of the already light, tight and impressive handling 
127mm travel carbon fibre frame. Its premium performance 
and pedigree do come at a price.  

SPECIALIZED ENDURO EXPERT CARBON 29 £4600 
 

Many people thought that making a 160mm 29er that rode 
well was impossible, but the Enduro proves them wrong in 
style. Effortless pace is paired incredible rough terrain control 
thanks to the RockShox Pike and Cane Creek DBAir dampers at 
either end and the full carbon fibre frame. 

YETI SB6C X01 ENVE £7865  
It’ll seriously dent your bank account thanks to a carbon frame 
and kit that laughs in the face of a budget, but this Enduro 
World Series winner has serious pace and control. ENVE 
carbon rims and Fox Factory suspension paired to the clever 
Infinity Link suspension design give both speed and style. 

SPECIALIZED S-WORKS STUMPJUMPER 29 £6500 
 

It might be the little brother to the burly Enduro, but less 
travel doesn’t mean less fun for this 140mm bike. An updated 
frame with great geometry and kit means it’s one of the most 
capable trail bikes on the market today.

SANTA CRUZ TALLBOY LTC  

£2599 (FRAME & SHOCK)  
Following on from the success of its shorter-travel brother, 
Santa Cruz has unleashed another benchmark bike. It’s the 
best fast, fun, ego-boost of an all-round trail bike we’ve ridden 
in a four-figure testing history. Prepare to press the reset. 
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TRANSITION SCOUT 1 £3900  
With an incredibly involving and fun ride, Transition have hit 
the mark with the Scout 1. Jumps and turns are the Scout’s 
bread and butter, despite only 125mm of travel at the rear.  
Well sorted suspension and geometry in combination with a  
decent build kit, mean it’s a barrel of laughs. Dib dib dib.
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GENESIS LONGITUDE £1000  
This rigid 29er adventure bike is fully kitted out for heading 
into the wilds for days at a time, but well considered 
geometry means that it’s actually a pleasure to hit sweeping 
singletrack as well as epic loops. 

CANYON STITCHED 360 £999  
If you want to hit up pump tracks and dirt jumps, then the 
tight handling of this little jump bike will be right up your 
street. A beautifully detailed but tough frame along with 
RockShox Pike DJ fork mean the odd tumble won’t harm it.

CANNONDALE CAADX RIVAL DISC £1400  
If you want a bit of cross training but don’t fancy the road, 
then a cyclocross bike can be just the thing to liven up your 
skills and fitness. A lightweight and well made frame paired 
to disc brakes mean you’ll be able to stop properly and  
well as go fast. 

NS BIKES FUZZ 2 £2600  
Better known for jump bikes rather than full on downhill rigs, 
NS have hit the nail on the head with this 650b wheeled, 
200mm travel monster. Despite the relatively modest price, it’s 
all set to destroy anything that bike parks and downhill tracks 
can throw at it. Injury insurance is not included.

SHAND BAHOOKIE ROHLOFF £3090  
If you love big miles as well as handmade steel beauty, the 
Scottish-built Shand is the answer. This hub geared Rohloff 
version is great for the maintenance-phobic too, while 29er 
wheels and decent geometry mean it’s not a drag when you 
want to have some fun too.

SARMA SHAMAN £1650 (FRAME & FORK)  
When you think of fat bikes, you don’t think of lightweight, 
but this carbon framed machine will float over snow and sand 
thanks to a feathery weight as well as the 4.7in wide tyres. It’ll 
also lighten your wallet a treat, with carbon rimmed, SRAM 
XX1 drivetrain equipped complete bikes available.

MID RANGE

ENTRY LEVEL

HIGH END
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SRAM XX1 £1010 

Despite years of intense use, SRAM’s original dedicated single 
ring setup continues to seriously impress. Shifting accuracy 
and drivetrain smoothness is superb across the wide ranging 
cassette. A genuinely game-changing gearset from SRAM that 
dominates top-end bikes.

SHIMANO XTR £802 �
By far the most aggressively indexed shift feel Shimano has 
ever released with a proper ‘snap’ into each gear that you can 
feel however rowdy the trail gets. A closer ratio 11-40 cassette 
gives smoother jumps between gears than SRAM’s 11 speed 
set ups, which often suits XC racers.

SHIMANO SLX 2X10 £640  
This package is light, durable and incredible value for money. 
Shifting is crisp thanks to tightly sprung mechs.  
The 38/24T chainset and 11/34 cassette option was ideal for 
trail centre blasting giving a decent range of gears, matched 
with Shimano’s legendary front ring shifting.

SRAM X1 £733  
Durability of SRAM’s affordable 11-speed setup so far has 
been on par with the already much improved longevity of 
SRAM 11. A no-brainer for all but the most weight-conscious 
riders. X1 components are a great option for those on pricier 
11 speed SRAM groups, as parts are interchangeable.

SRAM X01 (GPX BB) £948   
The cassette shifts impeccably, even when powering out of 
the saddle and the X-sync thick/thin design hasn’t dropped 
a chain, as we’ve come to expect. With rings from 30 to 38 
teeth, there’s a range to suit most riders. 

SHIMANO DEORE £245  
Thanks to Shimano’s trickle down of tech, Deore’s on trail 
performance is barely any different to SLX, and has features 
found on the priciest groups only a few years ago. Shifting 
is light, the chain is controlled by the Shadow+ mech and 
shifting across the cassette is excellent.
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SUPERSTAR TECH 4 DS25 £195  
This wide-rimmed enduro set represent killer value. The 
aluminium freehub and 27 points of engagement provided 
by the four pawls inside give a swift and solid pickup. All axle 
sizes are catered for with a quick and easy endcap change, 
and they’re tubeless ready from the off. 

AMERICAN CLASSIC WIDE LIGHTENING £600  
At 29.3mm wide internally, these wheels give a great profile 
to wider tyres up to 2.4-2.5”, yet at 1525g/pair they’re light 
too, giving snappy accelleration. Keep an eye on your bearings 
for longevity though, as seaing for them is relatively basic.

SPANK BEAD BITE OOZY TRAIL 29 £450  
The rim design and three-cross lacing gives a stiff but not too 
harsh feel on rough trails. They come set up for 15mm front 
and 142x12mm rear axles but adaptors are included. Spank’s 
Beat Bite tech gives a knurled bead for extra tyre bead safety 
and less tubeless burping. Reliable 29er trail wheels.

FULCRUM RED POWER 27.5 HP £250  
At just over 1700g for the pair, these wheels are competitive 
with cross-country wheels over double the price. Their light 
weight helps with accelleration, meaning they’re a great 
lightweight, smooth rolling option for narrow tyre users  
on a tight budget. 

MAVIC CROSSMAX SL £870  
20 years of technical development have gone into these XC/
fast trail wheels. At 1580g these wheels are as light as non-
fragile alloy 29er wheels come. UST rims are easy to set up 
tubeless, and the Zircal spoke/Isopulse lacing combo has 
always proved reliable.

BIRD AM 35 £750  
Bird have thought long and hard about their wheels, with 
lower-tension spokes for a softer build, an upgraded 36t 
version of the DT Swiss freehub, and 30mm internal width rim 
for great tyre profiles. An extra £100 gets you a pair of quality 
tyres and all the gubbins needed to go tubeless.
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MAXXIS MINION DHF 3C MAXX TERRA EXO TR £54   
There’s no shortage of grip from the triple compound 3C 
rubber, but it’s still fast enough to be used on either end 
without killing rolling speed. A proper all-year-rounder option 
on the front - adding a DHR to the rear gives a matching set.

BONTRAGER XR4 TEAM £40  
The XR4 Team feels reassuringly solid on the trail without you 
having to work too hard to accelerate, and it sustains speed 
well. Tread life is good even if you’re heavy on the brakes. The 
rounded profile and supportive side lugs ensure surefooted 
cornering performance.

MAVIC CROSSMAX CHARGE £50  
A fantastic way to glue your bike’s front end onto any trail, 
if you don’t mind suffering a bit on the climbs, thanks to its 
relatively soft compound. The wide spaced tread clears dirt 
quickly so even in filthy conditions it never clogs or surfs. It 
seals easily for tubeless running too. 

SCHWALBE ROCK RAZOR  EVO SUPER GRAVITY 
TRAILSTAR £55  
The 4-ply side, 2-ply top casing gives loads of grip at low 
pressures, while also giving plenty of stability too. The low 
profile central knobs roll easily, while the transition to the 
softer compound side knobs gives confidence in corners.

SPECIALIZED GROUND CONTROL 2BLISS £30  
The tread is a mid-spaced mix that digs reasonable traction 
out of loose or sloppy terrain without buzzing or dragging too 
badly on hard surfaces. A nice and versatile tyre that’s not 
only relatively light but also keenly priced - a good addition to 
XC and trail bikes.

WTB TRAIL BOSS LIGHT FAST ROLLING £40  
This mid-weight, 790 gram tyre has a relatively tall yet closely 
spaced tread which rolls nicely on hard surfaces, and yet still 
digs in to soft loam confidently. The 50 duro shoulder knobs 
give confidence in corners, and the rounded carcasss lets you 
roll nicely onto them. 
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SHIMANO DEORE M615 £90  
We’ve had consistent and impressively controlled 
performance from every one of the many sets of Deores we’ve 
used on test bikes. We’ve run them light with 160mm rotors 
and all the way up to 200mm in gravity situations. These are 
all the brake you really need at an affordable price. 

SRAM GUIDE RSC £185  
The new range of Guide brakes is aimed at the trail/enduro 
riders. A piggyback reservoir configuration helps increase fluid 
volume and improve consistency when the brakes heat up, 
and there’s plenty of on-lever adjustment too. One of the best 
out there for trail and all mountain riders.

SHIMANO XTR BR-M987 £222  
A fantastic blend of low weight and single finger control, with 
useful heat-eating upgrades. Magnesium and carbon hardwear 
helps keep weight low, while the three-layer sandwich rotor 
performs better when hot A totally trouble-free race brake 
with power, reliability and titanium hardware. 

CLARKS M2 £20  
Clarks has always offered great value for money, and at £40 
for the front and rear set, the M2 is a game changer. Braking 
isn’t as touchy feely as some but not completely wooden 
either. Shimano brake pad compatibility means you’ll never be 
stuck unable to find replacements either. 

SRAM GUIDE RS £145  
The Centerline rotors are smoother and quieter than previous 
SRAM/Avid discs, which means excellent feedback and 
control. They offer outstanding lever feel with plenty of 
modulation, and consistently controlled power, even when 
heated up on alpine descents. 

HOPE RACE E4 STEALTH £220  
Lancashire built brakes with great reliability and back-up. 
There’s plenty of power from the 4 pistons, with nice, crisp 
feedback, while the svelte lever minimises bar bulk. Ti and 
alloy bolts help keep weight low compared to other 4 pot 
brakes, as does Hope’s flating rotor. 
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FOX 36 FLOAT RC2 27.5 £909  
The lightest 36 yet, but still capable of steering and brakes 
more accurately and unshakably than anything else under 
2kg. Chassis and damper performance mean it comes into 
its own in flat-out black run and beyond downhill situations. 
Tuning campbilities are second to none. 

ROCKSHOX PIKE RCT3 £780  
The Pike reset all-round suspension standards, and it’s still the 
most versatile and user-friendly fork available. Three settings, 
plus fine tuning of compression means plenty of adjustment 
opportunities to get the perfect setup. RockShox’s Maxle axle 
is quick and easy to use, and helps keep weight reasonable.

BOS DIZZY 29 120 £460   
With one of the best dampers out there for XC forks, the Dizzy 
manages to get away with a slightly flexy chasis, as grip and 
control is like no other. Despite its low 1,630g weight, the 
Dizzy is a perfect match for the new short-travel aggro 29ers 
out there.

SUNTOUR AURON RC2 £380  
The RC2 is as smooth off the top as a Pike, with a naturally 
progressive air spring that that keeps it riding consistently 
mid stroke unless you really need full travel. Low and high 
speed compression damping work well too, giving more 
tuning capability than many forks at this price. 

X-FUSION SWEEP RL2 £455  
The stout lower legs, 34mm stanchions and sloped crown 
steer a solid line in aesthetic and tracking terms at a 
reasonable weight. Travel can be set in 10mm increments 
from 100-160mm internally making this a versatile, if not 
super light, fork. 

FOX 34 FLOAT FIT 4 £749   
The new 34 takes lessons learnt from the 36 and repackages a 
lot of it in a 34mm chassis. Fox have created a versatile long-
travel fork that doesn’t disappoint in the weight stakes either, 
and gives the mid-travel support that was previously missing. 
A highly capable trail fork.
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BONTRAGER LITHOS £70  
The Lithos is fully in-moulded, with the outer shell coming in 
a range of colours and designs. 19 vents are set into the shell 
for ventilation, aided by internal channeling. Up front there’s a 
flat visor that’s adjustable with three different positions. The 
Lithos is comfortable, ideal for all day riding.

SCOTT STEGO £120  
Scott provide plenty of protection with the Stego - not only 
does the back drop, but it does so infront of the ears. A MIPS 
insert and smooth shell mean less rotational forces and 
snagging in a crash for safety. Good ventilation and decent 
adjustment aids comfort.

BLUEGRASS GOLDENEYE £100  
An enduro-specific lid that offers comfort and ventilation to 
rival most cross-country helmets. The back is dropped low 
to maximise coverage around the base of the skull while 
the shell also drops infront of the ears to provide yet more 
protection. A long visor keeps the sun well out of your eyes. 

MET PARACHUTE £170  
With full full-face safety certification, the Parachute is the 
lightest, airiest full face lid out there, which makes it more 
than usable on the trail. Low weight, good visibility and 
great adjustability means comfort for all, and it’s not as 
claustrophobic as many full face lids can be.

SCOTT WATU £35  
At £35 the Watu puts pricier lids to shame. Ventilation is 
good thanks to decent vents and internal channels - remove 
the bug net to improve this further. It’s comfortable, light and 
adjustable, even in its one-size-fits-all guise. A top performing 
budget helmet.

SPECIALIZED AMBUSH £120  
Specialized have put together almost the perfect package 
with the Ambush. Plenty of protection is baceked up with 
ventilation that makes some XC lids feel like a sauna. A well 
adjustable visor and sorted straps mean you can set the lid up 
to fit and perform perfectly.
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FIVE TEN MALTESE FALCON £115  
Five Ten has used a distinctly stiff sole unit to back up the 
SPD bolt-hole equipped base. There’s no flop or flex either 
side of the pedal like many ‘flat’ shoes so your feet won’t ache 
or cramp after hours on your bike, even with less supportive 
pedals. The velcro/lace system is comfortable and secure. 

FIVE TEN IMPACT VXI £115  
The Impact has been a favourite of flat pedal users since it 
arrived. The outers have been slimmed down to make them 
lighter than the originals but the same super-sticky sole is 
still the highlight. A hydrophobic coating aids drying, and they 
don’t get as heavy when wet then they used to. 

SHIMANO AM41 £90  
The AM41s are our new favourite flat pedal shoes – they’re 
a fantastic blend of weight versus protection, pedalling 
stiffness versus off-bike comfort and splash-proofing versus 
breathability. The Vibram sole gives plenty of grip, without 
feeling too wooden, both on and off the bike.

B’TWIN 520 £70  
The big sole lugs are far less plasticky and treacherous than 
most budget shoes, making them safer in hike-a-bikes and 
dabs.  With just two small mesh strips in the synthetic leather 
upper they’re relatively weatherproof and easy to splashproof. 

DHB M1.0 £33  
Yep, that’s £33 for the pair. The 3 velcro straps, once 
tensioned correctly, give a comfortable, secure fit, and while 
the upper is a touch plasticy, there’s ample ventilation. The 
sole is stiff enough for high-powered efforts, and the rubbery 
lugs give good grip on hard, wet surfaces too.

SHIMANO XC 90 £320  
The foot-hugging upper makes the XC 90 an incredibly 
comfortable shoe, despite the stiff carbon sole. The stiffness 
in the sole means power transfer is impressive, while the 
adjustable insole means comfort for a wide range of foot 
shapes. Velcro straps and a buckle add plenty of security.
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SHIMANO XT M783 TRAIL £70   
Reliability’s long been the strong point of Shimano pedals, 
and the XT Trails don’t disappoint. Once the cleat is engaged 
they provide enough support for truly positive input from your 
feet through the pedals. Mud shedding is reasonable, thanks 
to the well cut-away cage, which also aids engagement.

NUKEPROOF ELECTRON EVO £35  
With more pins and a redesigned face offering increased grip 
on the durable and light nylon body, Nukeproof has turned a 
good pedal into a great one, and at a very reasonable price. 
Adjustable pins are a nice touch, and the twin cartridge 
bearings and DU bushing have proved reliable so far.

SUPERSTAR NANO TECH  £43  
These strong, grippy pedals give a performance that matches 
others at up to three times their price. 10 pins sit in a concave 
platform, giving loads of grip. Smooth, taut sealing sees them 
spinning true after considerable trail abuse, and there’s a 
multitude of colours to choose from.   

DMR V12 MAG £70  
With this slimmed down 350g version, you’ll get better 
clearance than the previous DMR classic. The 10 threaded 
pins each side are removable and offer excellent grip, 
bolstered by the concave shape, which is also shallower, 
giving more wiggle room over rocks.  

CRANK BROTHERS MALLET 2 £75  
A large platform and replaceable pins provide great traction, 
almost feeling quite flat pedal like when you’re unclipped - 
it’s no wonder Mallets are popular with the gravity crew. The 
mechanism clears mud well, but relase tension is light. If you 
don’t want to feel to rigidly clipped in, these might be for you. 

SHIMANO RACE M540 £45  
Without a cage, Shimano’s Race pedals are better suited to 
stiffer-soled shoes. At 22g less than an XTR Trail pedal, the 
M540s are light without the price tag. A crisp, predictable feel, 
with adjustable release tension, and top relibility, thanks to 
the cup and cone style bearings are Shimano’s trademarks.
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TIFOSI RUMOR £50  
Dust, roost, wind and rain protection is brilliant from the big 
Euro-DJ styled single lens, and they sit securely on most faces. 
Uninterrupted peripheral field of view is excellent and you get 
smoke, orangey/red and clear lenses included. Tifosi’s lenses 
have proved tough over the years too, aiding value.

MADISON SHIELD CLEAR £18  
The epitome of function over form. The plastic arms look 
flimsy but flexible rubber coated ends hold them in place and 
don’t interfere with helmet straps thanks to their relatively 
low profile. The lenses are clear and distortion free. The 
rounded frame suits most face shapes. 

TIFOSI DURO FOTOTEC £70  
Tifosi is doing a great job of mimicking more expensive 
glasses, without the price tags. We like the quick reacting light 
sensitive lenses and stylish looking frame that feels well put 
together and doesn’t look daft off the bike. 

LAZER SOLID STATE 1 £70  
Lazer’s photochromic lens has enough variation to go from 
near-dark twilight woods to bright sun, all wrapped up in a 
frame that’s got great short and adjustable arms. Ventilation 
is good, as is comfort, making them a great mid-price option.

OAKLEY RADARLOCK PITCH CUSTOM £260  
The Oakleys use a lightweight frame that has a neat sliding 
catch to allow you to change lenses quickly and easily. They 
offer superb optical quality and numerous lens options but 
they’re pricey. Oakley’s vented lenses clear quicker, but even 
non-vented options, like these, resist fogging brilliantly.

ION RAM SET ZEISS £101  
Quality optics and frame, the Ions come with three lenses – 
sunny, cloudy and clear. We didn’t suffer with distortion and 
could comfortably wear them for over 10 hours in a day. Fit 
is good, although we wouldn’t mind thinner arms. The boxy 
frame doesn’t suit smaller faces.
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THE LAST WORD

H
olding, holding... I can feel the rear 
shock approaching the red zone at the 
ceiling of its talents as I aim directly for 
the tree. It’s in my crosshairs. The 
chatter of braking bumps momentarily 
subsides and just as the smoothness of 
un-staircased trail transmits up through 

my ankles I pin hard, hard right.
The bike compresses again and, with possibly the 

deftest movement my lanky frame will ever pull off, I 
move upwards with the rebound, pulling the wheels 
off the ground. The bike floats gracefully upwards, a 
tweak of the bars getting the front wheel facing the 
right direction for touch down.

This is easily double the speed I’d have cajoled out 
of this corner a year ago. Slamming straight into the 
tree is obviously a risk but the reward is massively 
increased momentum for the following section. Going 
fast has never come that naturally to me, it’s 
something I’ve always had to work at. If I look back at 
the last decade and a half of my riding there have 
been a number of plateaus I’ve had to consciously 
work upwards from. Riding more downhill, skills days 

“If you just want to 

go faster, just bite the 

bullet and hit record”

Ric McLaughlin admits to the love 

that dare not access a GPRS signal...

and probably most importantly fitness have all 
provided logical progressions but my most recent, I’m 
almost embarrassed to admit, has been Strava. 

Now, I love racing. The opening round of the Vitus 
Enduro Cup at the start of the year was one of the best 
days craic on the bike I’ve had in years but it also got 
me thinking. Lungs ready to explode through my 
ribcage, legs filling with lactic acid and brain 
scrambling to balance the pain of physical effort 
alongside maintaining forward momentum I thought 
to myself, “I never ride like this”. When I rode my home 
trails of south west Scotland, I was happy cruising.

On one hand I hate Strava, or more accurately, it’s 
culture of digital willy waving. On a more romantic 
level, I hate that it can transform a bike ride into just 
another screen longing to be looked at. But, that big 
countdown timer moves me like nothing else. I don’t 
care if it’s as accurate or if people cheat. For me it’s a 
clock. I have a personal best time and I’m under a 
moral obligation to better it. The unfortunate off-
shoots have been several rather big crashes and a 
keener, at times deflating appreciation of the numbers. 
But even if I fluff a line mid-segment or slide out of a 
corner, the rest of the trail can be used as research, 
probing the roots in search of glorious tenths. 

If you want to race, enter one and get a number 
board. If you just want to go faster, bite the bullet and 
hit record.
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